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THE RESOLUTION OF THE NIRENBERG-TREVES CONJECTURE
NILS DENCKER
1. Introduction
In this paper we shall study the question of local solvability of a classical pseudo-
differential operator P ∈ Ψmcl (M) on a C∞ manifold M . Thus, we assume that the
symbol of P is an asymptotic sum of homogeneous terms, and that p = σ(P ) is the
homogeneous principal symbol of P . We shall also assume that P is of principal type,
which means that the Hamilton vector field Hp and the radial vector field are linearly
independent when p = 0.
Local solvability of P at a compact set K ⊆M means that the equation
(1.1) Pu = v
has a local solution u ∈ D′(M) in a neighborhood of K for any v ∈ C∞(M) in a set of
finite codimension. Local L2 solvability at x0 of a first order pseudo-differential operator
P means that (1.1) has a local solution u ∈ L2loc(M) in a neighborhood of K for any
v ∈ L2loc(M) in a set of finite codimension. We can also define microlocal solvability at
any compactly based cone K ⊂ T ∗M , see [9, Definition 26.4.3].
It was conjectured by Nirenberg and Treves [18] that condition (Ψ) was equivalent to
local solvability of pseudo-differential operators of principal type. Condition (Ψ) means
that
(1.2) Im(ap) does not change sign from − to +
along the oriented bicharacteristics of Re(ap)
for any 0 6= a ∈ C∞(T ∗M); actually it suffices to check this for some a ∈ C∞(T ∗M) such
that HRe(ap) 6= 0 by [9, Theorem 26.4.12]. By the oriented bicharacteristics we mean the
positive flow-out of the Hamilton vector field HRe(ap) 6= 0 on Re(ap) = 0. These are also
called semi-bicharacteristics. Condition (1.2) is invariant under conjugation with elliptic
Fourier integral operators and multiplication with elliptic pseudo-differential operators,
see [9, Lemma 26.4.10].
The necessity of (Ψ) for local solvability of pseudo-differential operators was proved by
Moyer in two dimensions and by Ho¨rmander in general, see Corollary 26.4.8 in [9]. In the
analytic category, the sufficiency of condition (Ψ) for solvability of microdifferential oper-
ators acting on microfunctions was proved by Tre´preau [19] (see also [10, Chapter VII]).
The sufficiency of condition (Ψ) for local L2 solvability of first order pseudo-differential
operators in two dimensions was proved by Lerner [12], leaving the higher dimensional
case open.
For differential operators, condition (Ψ) is equivalent to condition (P ), which rules out
any sign changes of Im(ap) along the bicharacteristics of Re(ap), 0 6= a ∈ C∞(T ∗M).
The sufficiency of (P ) for local L2 solvability of first order pseudo-differential operators
1
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was proved by Nirenberg and Treves [18] in the case when the principal symbol is real
analytic, and by Beals and Fefferman [1] in the general case.
Lerner [13] constructed counterexamples to the sufficiency of (Ψ) for local L2 solvabil-
ity of first order pseudo-differential operators, raising doubts on whether the condition
really was sufficient for solvability. But it was proved by the author [4] that Lerner’s
counterexamples are locally solvable with loss of at most two derivatives (compared with
the elliptic case). Observe that local L2 solvability of first order pseudo-differential oper-
ators means loss of one derivative. There are several other results giving local solvability
under conditions stronger than (Ψ), see [5], [11], [14] and [16].
In this paper we shall prove local solvability of principal type pseudo-differential oper-
ators P ∈ Ψmcl (M) satisfying condition (Ψ). This resolves the Nirenberg-Treves con-
jecture. To get local solvability we shall assume a strong form of the non-trapping
condition at x0: that all semi-characteristics are transversal to the fiber T
∗
x0R
n, i.e.,
p(x0, ξ) = 0 =⇒ ∂ξp(x0, ξ) 6= 0.
Theorem 1.1. If P ∈ Ψmcl (M) is of principal type satisfying condition (Ψ) near x0 ∈M
and ∂ξp(x0, ξ) 6= 0 when p(x0, ξ) = 0, then P is locally solvable near x0.
It follows from the proof that we lose at most two derivatives in the estimate of the
adjoint, which is one more compared with the condition (P ) case. Thus our result has the
consequence that hypoelliptic operators of principal type can lose at most two derivatives.
In fact, if the operator is hypoelliptic of principal type, then the adjoint is solvable of
principal type, thus satisfying condition (Ψ) and we obtain an estimate of the operator.
Theorem 1.1 is going to be proved by the construction of a pseudo-sign which will be
used in a multiplier estimate. This resembles the constructions by Lerner in [12] and [14],
but here the pseudo-sign is not L2 bounded. The symbol of the pseudo-sign is, modulo
elliptic factors, essentially a perturbation of the signed homogeneous distance to the sign
changes of the imaginary part of the principal symbol.
Observe that Theorem 1.1 can be microlocalized: if condition (Ψ) holds microlocally
near (x0, ξ0) ∈ S∗(M) then P is microlocally solvable near (x0, ξ0), see Corollary 2.4.
Since we lose two derivatives in the estimate this is not trivial, it is a consequence of the
special type of estimate.
Most of the earlier results on local solvability have relied on finding a factorization
of the imaginary part of the principal symbol, see for example [5] and [16]. We have
not been able to find a factorization in terms of sufficiently good symbol classes to get
local solvability. The best result seems to be given by Lerner [15], where a factorization
was made which proved that every first order principal type pseudo-differential operator
satisfying condition (Ψ) is a sum of a solvable operator and an L2 bounded operator.
But the bounded perturbation is in a bad symbol class, and the solvable operator is not
L2 solvable.
This paper is a shortened and simplified version of [6], and the plan is as follows. In
Section 2 we reduce the proof of Theorem 1.1 to the estimate of Proposition 2.6 for a
microlocal normal form for P ∗. This estimate follows from a general multiplier estimate
given by Proposition 3.2 in Section 3, and it involves a pseudo-sign with properties given
by Proposition 3.3. The main part of the paper consists of the construction of the
pseudo-sign, showing that it has the required properties, and it will not be completed
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until Section 9. We must define suitable symbol classes and weights, the new symbol
classes will be defined in Section 4 and the new weights in Section 6. The construction
relies on the local properties of symbols satisfying condition (Ψ), which will be derived
in Section 5. In order to obtain the pseudo-sign, we shall use the Wick quantization and
suitable norms defined in Section 7, but the actual construction of the pseudo-sign will
be carried out in Section 8.
The author would like to thank Lars Ho¨rmander and Nicolas Lerner for valuable com-
ments leading to corrections and improvements of the proof.
2. Reduction to the multiplier estimate
In this section we shall reduce the proof of Theorem 1.1 to an estimate for a microlocal
normal form of the adjoint for the operator. We shall consider operators on the form
(2.1) P0 = Dt + iF (t, x,Dx)
where F ∈ C(R,Ψ1cl(T ∗Rn)) has real principal symbol σ(F ) = f . Observe that we do
not assume that t 7→ f(t, x, ξ) is differentiable. We shall assume condition (Ψ):
(2.2) t 7→ f(t, x, ξ) does not change sign from + to − with increasing t for any (x, ξ).
This means that the adjoint operator P ∗0 satisfies condition (Ψ).
We shall use the Weyl quantization of symbols a ∈ S ′(T ∗Rn):
aw(x,Dx)u(x) = (2π)
−n
∫∫
exp (i〈x− y, ξ〉)a(x+y
2
, ξ
)
u(y) dydξ u ∈ C∞0 (Rn).
For Weyl calculus notations and results, see [9, Section 18.5]. Observe that Re aw =
(Re a)w is the symmetric part and i Im aw = (i Im a)w the antisymmetric part of the
operator aw. Also, if a ∈ Sm1,0(T ∗Rn) then a(x,Dx) ∼= aw(x,Dx) modulo Ψm−11,0 (T ∗Rn). In
the following, we shall denote Sm̺,δ(T
∗Rn) by Sm̺,δ, 0 ≤ δ ≤ ̺ ≤ 1.
Definition 2.1. We say that the symbol b(x, ξ) is in Sm1/2,1/2 of first order, if b satisfies
the estimates in Sm1/2,1/2 for derivatives of order ≥ 1.
This means that the homogeneous gradient (∂xb, |ξ|∂ξb) ∈ Sm+
1
2
1/2,1/2, and implies that the
commutators of bw with operators in Ψk1,0 are in Ψ
m+k−1/2
1/2,1/2 . Observe that this condition
is preserved when multiplying with symbols in S01,0.
We are going to prove an estimate for operators P0 satisfying condition (2.2). The
estimate is not an L2 estimate, it gives a loss of two derivatives compared with the elliptic
case, but it is still localizable. Let ‖u‖(s) be the usual Sobolev norm, let ‖u‖ = ‖u‖(0) be
the L2 norm, and 〈u, v〉 the corresponding inner product.
Proposition 2.2. Assume that P = Dt + iF
w(t, x,Dx), with F ∈ C(R, S1cl) having
real principal symbol f satisfying condition (2.2). Then there exists T0 > 0 such that
if 0 < T ≤ T0 then we can choose a real valued symbol bT (t, x, ξ) ∈ L∞
(
R, S
1/2
1/2,1/2
)
uniformly, with the property that bT ∈ S01/2,1/2 of first order uniformly, and
(2.3) ‖u‖2(−1/4) ≤ T Im〈P0u, bwTu〉
for u(t, x) ∈ C∞0 (R×Rn) having support where |t| ≤ T ≤ T0.
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Note that we have to change the multiplier bT when we change T , but that the mul-
tipliers are uniformly bounded in the symbol classes. By the calculus, the conditions
on bT are preserved when composing b
w
T with symmetric operators in L
∞(R,Ψ01,0). Since
bwT ∈ Ψ1/21/2,1/2 the estimate (2.3) could depend on lower order terms in the expansion of P0,
and it is not obvious that it is localizable.
Remark 2.3. The estimate (2.3) can be perturbed with terms in L∞(R, S01,0) in the symbol
of P0 for small enough T . Thus it can be microlocalized: if φ(x, ξ) ∈ S01,0 is real valued
then we have
(2.4) Im〈P0φwu, bwTφwu〉 ≤ Im〈P0u, φwbwTφwu〉+ C‖u‖2(−1/4)
where φwbwTφ
w satisfies the same conditions as bwT .
In fact, assume that P0 = Dt + if
w(t, x,Dx) + r
w(t, x,Dx) with r ∈ L∞(R, S01,0). By
conjugation with Ew(t, x,Dx) where
E(t, x, ξ) = exp
(
−
∫ t
0
Im r(s, x, ξ) ds
)
∈ L∞(R, S01,0),
we can reduce to the case when Im r ∈ L∞(R, S−11,0). We find that bwT is replaced with
BwT = E
wbwTE
w, which is real and satisfies the same conditions as bwT since E is real and
BwT is symmetric. Clearly, the estimate (2.3) can be perturbed with terms in L
∞(R, S−11,0)
in the symbol expansion of P0, and if a(t, x, ξ) ∈ L∞(R, S01,0) is real valued, then
(2.5) Im〈awu, bwTu〉 =
1
2i
〈[bwT , aw]u, u〉 ≤ C‖u‖2(−1/4)
since bT ∈ S01/2,1/2 of first order, ∀ t. We also find that [P0, φw] ∼= { f, φ }w modulo
L∞(R,Ψ−11,0) where { f, φ } ∈ L∞
(
R, S01,0
)
is real valued. By using (2.5) with a = { f, φ },
we obtain that the estimate (2.3) is localizable.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Take w0 = (x0, ξ0) ∈ p−1(0), then since ∂ξp(w0) 6= 0 we may
use Darboux’ theorem and the Malgrange Preparation Theorem, to obtain coordinates
(t, y) ∈M = R×Rn−1 so that w0 = (0, (0, η0)) and
(2.6) P ∗ ∼= A(Dt + iF (t, y,Dy)) = AP0
microlocally in a conical neighborhood Γw0 of w0, where F ∈ C∞(R,Ψ1cl) has real prin-
cipal symbol f satisfying condition (2.2) and A ∈ Ψm−1cl is elliptic (see the proofs of
Theorems 21.3.6 and 26.4.7’ in [9]).
Take a cut-off function 0 ≤ ψ(y, τ, η) ∈ S01,0 such that ψ is constant in t, ψ = 1 in a
conical neighborhood of w0, and suppψ
⋂ { |t| < T } ⊂ Γw0 when T is small enough. As
in Remark 2.3 we find by using (2.3) that
(2.7) ‖ψwu‖2(−1/4) ≤ T
(
Im〈P ∗u,BwT u〉+ C‖u‖2(−1/4)
)
for u(t, y) ∈ C∞0 (Rn) having support where |t| ≤ T is small enough (with C independent
of T ). Here we have BwT = A
∗
0ψ
wbwTψ
w ∈ Ψ3/2−m1/2,1/2 for a microlocal inverse A0 ∈ Ψ1−m1,0 to A
in Γw0.
By using a partition of unity, the estimate (2.7) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
we obtain RT ∈ S01,0 for T ≤ T0, such that x0 /∈ sing suppRT and
(2.8) ‖u‖(−1/4) ≤ C‖P ∗u‖(7/4−m) + ‖RwT u‖(−1/4)
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for u(x) ∈ C∞0 (Rn) having support where |x| ≤ T ≤ T0 is small enough. In fact, outside
p−1(0) we can construct a microlocal inverse in Ψ−m1,0 to P
∗. Now conjugation with 〈Dx〉s
does not change the principal symbol of P . Thus, for any s ∈ R we obtain positive
constants Cs and Ts and RT,s ∈ S01,0 such that 0 /∈ sing suppRT,s and
(2.9) ‖u‖(s) ≤ Cs‖P ∗u‖(s+2−m) + ‖RwT,su‖(s)
for u(x) ∈ C∞0 (Rn) having support where |x| ≤ Ts. This gives the local solvability of P
with a loss of at most two derivatives, and completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
It follows from the proof of Theorem 1.1 that we also get microlocal solvability for P
(see Definition 26.4.3 in [9]). In fact, we can write P on the form (2.6) microlocally near
(x0, ξ0) ∈ p−1(0) with σ(F ) = f satisfying (2.2). By using (2.7) and the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality we obtain (2.9) with (x0, ξ0) /∈WFRT,s, which gives microlocal solvability.
Corollary 2.4. If P ∈ Ψmcl (M) is of principal type near (x0, ξ0) ∈ T ∗M , satisfying
condition (Ψ) microlocally near (x0, ξ0), then P is microlocally solvable near (x0, ξ0).
In order to prove Proposition 2.2 we shall need to make a “second microlocalization”
using the specialized symbol classes of the Weyl calculus (see [9, Section 18.5]). Let us
recall the definitions: let gx,ξ(dx, dξ) be a metric on T
∗Rn, then we say that g is slowly
varying if there exists c > 0 such that
gx,ξ(x− y, ξ − η) < c =⇒ cgx,ξ ≤ gy,η ≤ gx,ξ/c (x, ξ), (y, η) ∈ T ∗Rn.
Let σ be the standard symplectic form on T ∗Rn, and let
gσx,ξ(y, η) = sup
(t,τ)
|σ((y, η); (t, τ))|2/gx,ξ(t, τ)
be the dual form of (y, η) 7→ gx,ξ(σ(y, η)). We say that g is σ temperate if it is slowly
varying and there exist constants C and N such that
gy,η ≤ Cgx,ξ(1 + gσy,η(y − x, η − ξ))N (x, ξ), (y, η) ∈ T ∗Rn.
A positive real valued function m(x, ξ) on T ∗Rn is g continuous if there exists a constant
c so that
gx,ξ(x− y, ξ − η) < c =⇒ cm(x, ξ) ≤ m(y, η) ≤ m(x, ξ)/c (x, ξ), (y, η) ∈ T ∗Rn.
We say that m is σ, g temperate if it is g continuous and there exist constants C and N
such that
m(y, η) ≤ Cm(x, ξ)(1 + gσy,η(y − x, η − ξ))N (x, ξ), (y, η) ∈ T ∗Rn.
Let S(m, g) be the class of symbols a ∈ C∞(T ∗Rn) with the seminorms
|a|gj (x, ξ) = sup
Ti 6=0
|a(j)(x, ξ, T1, . . . , Tj)|∏j
1 gx,ξ(Ti)
1/2
≤ Cjm(x, ξ) ∀ (x, ξ) for j ≥ 0.
We shall use metrics which are conformal, they shall be on the form gx,ξ(dx, dξ) =
H(x, ξ)g♯(dx, dξ) where 0 < H(x, ξ) ≤ 1 and g♯ is a constant symplectic metric: (g♯)σ =
g♯. In the following, we say that m > 0 is a weight for a metric g if m is σ, g temperate.
Definition 2.5. Let m be a weight for the σ temperate metric g. We say that a ∈
S+(m, g) if |a|gj ≤ Cjm for j ≥ 1.
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For example, b ∈ S+(1, g1/2,1/2), with g1/2,1/2 = 〈ξ〉|dx|2+ |dξ|2/〈ξ〉 at (x, ξ), if and only
if b ∈ S01/2,1/2 of first order. After localization, we shall consider operators of the type
(2.10) P0 = Dt + if
w(t, x,Dx)
where f ∈ C(R, S(h−1, hg♯)) is real, and h ∼= (1 + |ξ|)−1 ≤ 1 is constant. After a
microlocal change of coordinates, we find that Sk1,0 corresponds to S(h
−k, hg♯) and Sk1/2,1/2
corresponds to S(h−k, g♯) microlocally.
Proposition 2.6. Assume that P0 = Dt + if
w(t, x,Dx), with real valued f(t, x, ξ) ∈
C(R, S(h−1, hg♯)) satisfying condition (2.2), here 0 < h ≤ 1 and g♯ = (g♯)σ are con-
stant. Then there exists T0 > 0, such that if 0 < T ≤ T0 there exists a uniformly
σ temperate metric GT = HTg
♯, h ≤ HT (t, x, ξ) ≤ 1, a real valued symbol bT (t, x, ξ) ∈
L∞(R, S(H
−1/2
T , g
♯)
⋂
S+(1, g♯)) uniformly, such that
(2.11) h1/2‖u‖2 ≤ T Im〈P0u, bwTu〉
for u(t, x) ∈ C∞0 (R×Rn) having support where |t| ≤ T ≤ T0. Here T0 and the seminorms
of bT only depend on the seminorms of f in S(h
−1, hg♯) when |t| ≤ 1.
We find that HT is a weight for g
♯ since GT ≤ g♯. The conditions on bT means in
g♯ orthonormal coordinates that |bT | ≤ CH−1/2T and |∂αx∂βξ bT | ≤ Cαβ when |α|+ |β| ≥ 1.
Note that we have to change the multiplier bT when we change T , but the multipliers
are uniformly bounded in the symbol classes. Observe that when f ≡ 0 we obtain (2.11)
with bT = 2th
1/2/T . As before, the estimate (2.11) can be perturbed with terms in
L∞(R, S(1, hg♯)) in the symbol of P0 for small T (with changed bT ), and thus it can be
microlocalized.
Proof of Proposition 2.2. By Remark 2.3 we may assume that F = σ(F ) = f . Take
a partition of unity {φj(x, ξ) }j ∈ S01,0 and {ψj(x, ξ) }j, {Φj(x, ξ) }j ∈ S01,0 such that∑
j φ
2
j = 1, φj ≥ 0, ψj ≥ 0, Φj ≥ 0, φjψj = φj and ψjΦj = ψj , ∀ j. We may assume
that the supports are small enough so that 〈ξ〉 ≈ 〈ξj〉 in suppΦj for some ξj. Then, after
choosing new symplectic coordinates{
y = x〈ξj〉1/2
η = ξ〈ξj〉−1/2
we obtain that Sk1,0 = S(h
−k
j , hjg
♯) and Sk1/2,1/2 = S(h
−k
j , g
♯) in suppΦj , where hj =
〈ξj〉−1 ≤ 1, and g♯ = |dy|2 + |dη|2. Observe that φj, ψj and Φj ∈ S(1, hjg♯) uniformly in
the new coordinates.
We find that φwj P0
∼= φwj P0j modulo S(hj, hjg♯), where P0j = Dt + ifwj (t, y,Dy) with
real valued
fj(t, y, η) = ψj(y, η)f(t, y, η) ∈ C(R, S(h−1j , hjg♯))
satisfying condition (2.2) uniformly in j. By using Proposition 2.6 we obtain hj ≤ Hj,T ≤
1 and real valued symbols bj,T ∈ L∞(R, S(H−1/2j,T , g♯)
⋂
S+(1, g♯)) uniformly, such that
(2.12) h
1/2
j ‖u‖2 ≤ T Im〈P0ju, bwj,Tu〉
for u(t, y) ∈ C∞0 (R ×Rn) having support where |t| ≤ T ≤ T0. Since Φjfj ≡ fj , we may
replace bj,T by bj,TΦj+2th
1/2(1−Φj)/T for small enough T . By substituting φwj u in (2.12)
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and perturbing with terms in OpS(hj, hjg
♯), using that ψjφj = φj and hj = 〈ξj〉−1, we
find as in Remark 2.3 that∑
j
Im〈P0jφwj u, bwj,Tφwj u〉 ≤ Im〈P0u, bTu〉+ C‖u‖2(−1/4)
where bwT =
∑
j φ
w
j b
w
j,Tφ
w
j ∈ L∞
(
R,Ψ
1/2
1/2,1/2
)
. Here we consider {φj }j ∈ S01,0 as having
values in ℓ2, { fj }j ∈ S11,0 and { bj,T }j ∈ S1/21/2,1/2 as having values in L(ℓ2, ℓ2) (observe
that ∂y,ηbj,T ≡ 0 outside suppΦj). Then, since bwT is symmetric we have Im bT ≡ 0 and
the calculus gives that bT ∈ S01/2,1/2 of first order (see [9, p. 169]). Since
‖u‖2(−1/4) ≤ C
∑
j
h
1/2
j ‖φwj u‖2,
we obtain (2.7). This completes the proof of Proposition 2.2. 
The proof of Proposition 2.6 relies on the multiplier estimate in Proposition 3.2, it will
be given at the end of Section 3.
3. The Multiplier Estimate
Let B = B(L2(Rn)) be the set of bounded operators L2(Rn) 7→ L2(Rn). We say
that A(t) ∈ C(R,B) if A(t) ∈ B for all t ∈ R and t 7→ A(t)u ∈ C(R, L2(Rn)) for any
u ∈ L2(Rn). We shall consider the operator
(3.1) P = Dt + iF (t)
where F (t) ∈ C(R,B). In the applications, we will have F (t) ∈ C(R,OpS(h−1, hg♯))
where h is constant. We shall use multipliers which are not continuous in t.
Definition 3.1. If R ∋ t 7→ A(t) ∈ B, then we say that A(t) is weakly measurable if
t 7→ A(t)u is weakly measurable for every u ∈ L2(Rn), i.e., t 7→ 〈A(t)u, v〉 is measurable
for any u, v ∈ L2(Rn).
If A(t) is weakly measurable and locally bounded in B, then we say that A(t) ∈
L∞loc(R,B). In that case, we find that t 7→ 〈A(t)u, u〉 ∈ L∞loc(R) has weak derivative
〈 d
dt
A(·)u, u〉 ∈ D′(R) for any u ∈ S(Rn), given by 〈 d
dt
A(·)u, u〉(φ) = − ∫ 〈A(t)u, u〉φ′(t) dt,
φ(t) ∈ C∞0 (R). We also have that if u(t), v(t) ∈ C(R, L2(Rn)) and A(t) ∈ B is weakly
measurable, then t 7→ 〈A(t)u(t), v(t)〉 is measurable.
In the following, we let ‖u‖(t) be the L2 norm of u(t, x) in Rn for fixed t, and 〈u, v〉(t)
the corresponding inner product. We shall use the following multiplier estimate (see
also [12] and [14] for similar estimates).
Proposition 3.2. Let P = Dt+iF (t) with F (t) ∈ C(R,B). Assume that B(t) = B∗(t) ∈
L∞loc(R,B), such that
(3.2) Re〈 d
dt
B(t)u, u〉+ 2Re〈B(t)u, F (t)u〉 ≥ Re〈m(t)u, u〉 in D′(I) ∀ u ∈ S(Rn)
for an open interval I ⊆ R, where m(t) ∈ L∞loc(R,B). Then we have
(3.3)
∫
Re〈m(t)u(t), u(t)〉 dt ≤ 2
∫
Im〈Pu(t), B(t)u(t)〉 dt
for u ∈ C10(I,S(Rn)).
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Proof. Since B(t) ∈ B is weakly measurable and locally bounded, we may for u ∈ S(Rn)
define the regularization
〈Bε(t)u, u〉 = ε−1
∫
〈B(s)u, u〉φ((t− s)/ε) ds = 〈Bu, u〉(φε,t) ε > 0
where φε,r(s) = ε
−1φ((r − s)/ε) with 0 ≤ φ ∈ C∞0 (R) satisfying
∫
φ dt = 1. Then t 7→
〈Bε(t)u, u〉 is in C∞(R) with derivative at t = r equal to 〈 ddtBε(r)u, u〉 = ddt〈Bu, u〉(φε,r).
Let I0 be an open interval such that I0 ⋐ I. Then for small enough ε > 0 we find from
condition (3.2) that
(3.4) Re〈 d
dt
Bε(t)u, u〉+ 2Re〈Bu, Fu〉(φε,t) ≥ Re〈mu, u〉(φε,t) t ∈ I0 u ∈ S(Rn).
In fact, φε,t ≥ 0 and supp φε,t ∈ C∞0 (I) for small enough ε when t ∈ I0.
Now we define for u ∈ C10(I0,S(Rn)) and small enough ε > 0
(3.5) Mε,u(t) = Re〈Bεu, u〉(t) = ε−1
∫
〈B(s)u(t), u(t)〉φ((t− s)/ε) ds.
By differentiating under the integral sign we obtain thatMε,u(t) ∈ C10 (I0), with derivative
d
dt
Mε,u = Re〈( ddtBε)u, u〉 + 2Re〈Bεu, ∂tu〉 since B(t) ∈ L∞loc(R,B). By integrating with
respect to t, we obtain the vanishing average
(3.6) 0 =
∫
Mε,u(t) dt =
∫
Re〈( d
dt
Bε)u, u〉 dt+
∫
2Re〈Bεu, ∂tu〉 dt
when u ∈ C10 (I0,S(Rn)). Since ∂tu = iPu+ Fu we obtain from (3.4) and (3.6) that
0 ≥
∫∫ (
Re〈m(s)u(t), u(t)〉+ 2Re〈B(s)u(t), iPu(t)〉
+ Re〈B(s)u(t), (F (t)− F (s))u(t)〉)φε,t(s) dsdt.
By letting ε→ 0 we obtain by dominated convergence that
0 ≥
∫
Re〈m(t)u(t), u(t)〉+ 2Re〈B(t)u(t), iPu(t)〉 dt
since F (t) ∈ C(R,B), u ∈ C10(I0,S(Rn)), m(t) and B(t) are bounded in B when t ∈
supp u. Now 2Re〈Bu, iPu〉 = −2 Im〈Pu,Bu〉, thus we obtain (3.3) for u ∈ C10 (I0,S(Rn)).
Since I0 is an arbitrary open subinterval with compact closure in I, this completes the
proof of the Proposition. 
Now we can reduce the proof of Proposition 2.6 to the construction of a pseudo-sign
B = bw in a fixed interval.
Proposition 3.3. Assume that f ∈ C(R, S(h−1, hg♯)) is a real valued symbol satis-
fying condition (Ψ) given by (2.2), here 0 < h ≤ 1 and g♯ = (g♯)σ are constant.
Then there exist a positive constant c0, uniformly σ temperate metric G1 = H1g
♯, h ≤
H1(t, x, ξ) ≤ 1, real valued symbols b(t, x, ξ) ∈ L∞(R, S(H−1/21 , g♯) + S+(1, g♯)) and
µ(t, x, ξ) ∈ L∞(R, S(1, g♯)) such that for u(x) ∈ C∞0 (Rn) we have{
〈∂t(bw)u, u〉 ≥ 〈µwu, u〉 ≥ c0h1/2‖u‖2
Re〈bwfwu, u〉 ≥ −〈µwu, u〉/c0
in D′(R) when |t| < 1.
Here c0, and the seminorms of b and m only depend on the seminorms of f in S(h
−1, hg♯)
for |t| ≤ 1.
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Proof of Proposition 2.6. By doing a dilation s = t/T , we find that P transforms into
T−1PT = T
−1(Ds+i Tf
w
T (s, x,Dx)), where fT (s, x, ξ) = f(Ts, x, ξ) satisfies the conditions
in Proposition 3.3 uniformly in T when 0 < T ≤ 1. Thus we obtain real bT , µT and c0
such that when |s| < 1 we have{
〈∂s(bwT )u, u〉 ≥ 〈µwTu, u〉 ≥ c0h1/2‖u‖2
Re〈bwT fwT u, u〉 ≥ −〈µwTu, u〉/c0
in D′(R)
for u ∈ C∞0 (Rn). This implies that
〈∂sbwT (s, x,Dx)u, u〉+ 2Re〈TfwT (s, x,Dx)u, bwT (s, x,Dx)u〉
≥ (1− 2T/c0)〈µwT (s, x,Dx)u, u〉 in D′
(
]−1, 1[)
for u ∈ C∞0 (Rn). Thus, for T ≤ c0/4 we obtain by using Proposition 3.2 with PT =
Ds + i Tf
w
T (s, x,Dx), B(s) = b
w
T (s, x,Dx) and m(s) = µ
w
T (s, x,Dx) that
c0h
1/2
∫
‖u‖2 ds ≤
∫
〈µwTu, u〉 ds ≤ 4
∫
Im〈PTu, bwTu〉(s) ds
if u ∈ C∞0 (R×Rn) has support where |s| < 1. Finally, we obtain that
c0h
1/2
∫
‖u‖2 dt ≤ 4T
∫
Im〈Pu, b˜wTu〉(t) dt
with b˜T (t, x, ξ) = bT (t/T, x, ξ) for u ∈ C∞0 (R×Rn) has support where |t| < T ≤ c0/4. 
It remains to prove Proposition 3.3, which will be done in Section 9. The proof involves
construction of a pseudo-sign b and a suitable weight µ, and it will occupy the remaining
part of the paper.
4. Symbol Classes and Weights
In this section we shall define the symbol classes we shall use. In the following, we
shall denote (x, ξ) by w ∈ T ∗Rn, and we shall assume that f ∈ C(R, S(h−1, hg♯)) satisfies
condition (Ψ) given by (2.2), here 0 < h ≤ 1 and g♯ = (g♯)σ are constant. We shall only
consider the values of f(t, w) when |t| ≤ 1, thus for simplicity we let f(t, w) = f(1, w)
when t ≥ 1 and f(t, w) = f(−1, w) when t ≤ −1.
First, we shall define the signed distance function δ0(t, w) in T
∗Rn for fixed t ∈ R,
with the property that t 7→ δ0(t, w) is non-decreasing and δ0f ≥ 0. Let
X+ = { (t, w) ∈ R× T ∗Rn : ∃ s ≤ t, f(s, w) > 0 }(4.1)
X− = { (t, w) ∈ R× T ∗Rn : ∃ s ≥ t, f(s, w) < 0 } .(4.2)
We have that X± are open in R×T ∗Rn, and by condition (Ψ) we obtain that X−
⋂
X+ =
∅ and ±f ≥ 0 on X±. Let X0 = R × T ∗Rn \ (X+
⋃
X−), which is closed in R × T ∗Rn,
by the definition of X± we have f = 0 on X0. Let
d0(t0, w0) = inf
{
g♯(w0 − z)1/2 : (t0, z) ∈ X0
}
which is the g♯ distance in T ∗Rn to X0 for fixed t0, it could be equal to +∞ in the case
that X0
⋂ { t = t0 } = ∅. Observe that d0 is equal to the g♯ distance to ∁X± on X±.
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Definition 4.1. We say that w 7→ a(w) is Lipschitz continuous on T ∗Rn with respect to
the metric g♯ if
sup
w 6=z∈T ∗Rn
|a(w)− a(z)|/g♯(w − z)1/2 = C <∞
and C is the Lipschitz constant of a. We shall denote by Lip(T ∗Rn) the Lipschitz con-
tinuous functions on T ∗Rn with respect to the metric g♯.
Now if we have a bounded family { aj(w) }j∈J of Lipschitz continuous functions with
uniformly bounded Lipschitz constant C, then the infimum A(w) = infj∈J aj(w) is Lip-
schitz with the same constant (so also the supremum). By the triangle inequality we
find that w 7→ g♯(w − z)1/2 is Lipschitz continuous with respect to the metric g♯ with
Lipschitz constant equal to 1. By taking the infimum over z we find that w 7→ d0(t, w) is
Lipschitz continuous with respect to the metric g♯ for those t when it is not equal to ∞,
with Lipschitz constant equal to 1. Since X0 is closed we find that t 7→ d0(t, w) is lower
semicontinuous, but we shall not use this fact.
Definition 4.2. We define the sign of f by
(4.3) sgn(f) =
{±1 on X±
0 on X0
then sgn(f) · f ≥ 0.
Definition 4.3. We define the signed distance function δ0 by
(4.4) δ0(t, w) = sgn(f)(t, w)min(d0(t, w), h
−1/2).
By the definition we have that |δ0| ≤ h−1/2 and |δ0| = d0 when |δ0| < h−1/2. The signed
distance function has the following properties.
Remark 4.4. The signed distance function w 7→ δ0(t, w) given by Definition 4.3 is Lips-
chitz continuous with respect to the metric g♯ with Lipschitz constant equal to 1. We also
find that δ0(t, w)f(t, w) ≥ 0 and t 7→ δ0(t, w) is non-decreasing.
In fact, since δ0 = 0 on X0 it suffices to show the Lipschitz continuity of w 7→ δ0(t, w)
on X+ and X−, which follows from the Lipschitz continuity of w 7→ d0(t, w). Since
(t, w) ∈ X+ implies (s, w) ∈ X+ for s ≥ t and (t, w) ∈ X− implies (s, w) ∈ X− for s ≤ t,
we find that t 7→ δ0(t, w) is non-decreasing.
Since t 7→ δ0(t, w) is non-decreasing and bounded, it is a regulated function. This
means that the left and right limits δ0(t±, w) = lim0<ε→0 δ0(t± ε, w) exist for any (t, w)
(see [7]). Since t 7→ |δ0(t, w)| is lower semicontinuous, and t 7→ δ0(t, w) is non-decreasing
such that sgn(δ0) = ±1 on X±, we find that t 7→ δ0(t, w) is continuous from left in X+
and from right in X−, but we shall not use this fact.
In the following, we shall treat t as a parameter, and denote f ′ = ∂wf and f
′′ = f (2),
where the differentiation is in the w variables only. We shall also in the following assume
that we have choosen g♯ orthonormal coordinates so that g♯(dw) = |dw|2. We shall use
the norms |f ′|g♯ = |f ′| and ‖f ′′‖g♯ = ‖f ′′‖, but we shall omit the index g♯. Next, we shall
define the metric we are going to use.
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Definition 4.5. Define the weight
(4.5) H
−1/2
1 = 1 + |δ0|+
|f ′|
‖f ′′‖+ h1/4|f ′|1/2 + h1/2
and the corresponding metric G1 = H1g
♯.
Since |f ′|/(‖f ′′‖+ h1/4|f ′|1/2+ h1/2) is continuous in (t, w) we find that t 7→ H1/21 (t, w)
is a regulated function. We also have that
(4.6) 1 ≤ H−1/21 ≤ 1 + |δ0|+ h−1/4|f ′|1/2 ≤ Ch−1/2
since |f ′| ≤ C1h−1/2 and |δ0| ≤ h−1/2. Moreover, |f ′| ≤ H−1/21 (‖f ′′‖ + h1/4|f ′|1/2 + h1/2)
so the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives
(4.7) |f ′| ≤ 2‖f ′′‖H−1/21 + 3h1/2H−11 ≤ CH−1/21 .
If 1 + |δ0| ≪ H−1/21 , then we find from Definition 4.5 that |f ′| ≫ h1/2 and thus H1/21 ∼=
‖f ′′‖/|f ′|+ h1/4/|f ′|1/2.
By Proposition 4.8 below the metric G1 is σ temperate. The denominator
(4.8) D = ‖f ′′‖+ h1/4|f ′|1/2 + h1/2
in (4.5) may seem strange, but it has the following natural explanation which we owe to
Nicolas Lerner [17].
Remark 4.6. Let F = h−1/2f ∈ S(h−3/2, hg♯), then the largest H2 ≤ 1 for which F ∈
S(H
−3/2
2 , H2g
♯) is given by
(4.9) H
−1/2
2
∼= 1 + |F |1/3 + |F ′|1/2 + ‖F ′′‖
= 1 + h−1/6|f |1/3 + h−1/4|f ′|1/2 + h−1/2‖f ′′‖ ≤ Ch−1/2
modulo uniformly elliptic factors. When |δ0| ≪ H−1/22 we obtain that D ∼= H−1/22 h1/2,
(4.10) H
−1/2
1
∼= 1 + |δ0|+ |F ′|H1/22 ≤ CH−1/22
and by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we find that H
−1/2
2
∼= H−1/21 + ‖F ′′‖. Thus
(4.11) H
−1/2
1
∼= H−1/22 ⇐⇒ ‖f ′′‖ ≤ Ch1/2H−1/21 when |δ0| ≪ H−1/22 ,
and then H
−1/2
2
∼= 1 + |F ′|1/2 so D ∼= h1/4|f ′|1/2 + h1/2.
Since G2 is σ temperate by Taylor’s formula, we find that (4.10) implies that D is a
weight forG1 when |δ0| ≪ H−1/21 . But when |δ0(w0)| ∼= H−1/21 (w0) we could haveD = h1/2
at w0 with the variation ∆D ≥ c0h|w − w0|2 ≫ h1/2 when h−1/4 ≪ |w − w0| ≪ H−1/21 .
Thus D is not a weight for G1, but one can show that D + |δ0|H1/21 is.
The advantage of using the metric G1 is that when H1 ≪ 1 in a G1 neighborhood of
the sign changes we find that |f ′| ≥ ch1/2 is a weight for G1, δ0 ∈ S(H−1/21 , G1) and the
curvature of f−1(0) is bounded by CH
1/2
1 by Remark 4.9 and Proposition 4.10. It follows
from Proposition 4.11 that f ∈ S(H−11 , G1), but that will not suffice for the proof of the
conjecture. We shall define the weight we are going to use, and in the following we shall
omit the parameter t.
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Definition 4.7. Let
M = |f |+ |f ′|H−1/21 + ‖f ′′‖H−11 + h1/2H−3/21
then we have h1/2 ≤M ≤ ch−1.
Proposition 4.8. We find that G1 is σ temperate such that G1 = H
2
1G
σ
1 and
(4.12) H1(w) ≤ C0H1(w0)(1 +H1(w)g♯(w − w0)) ≤ C0H1(w0)(1 + g♯(w − w0)).
We also have that M is a weight for G1 such that
(4.13) M(w) ≤ C1M(w0)(1 +H1(w0)g♯(w − w0))3/2 ≤ C1M(w0)(1 + g♯(w − w0))3/2
and we find that f ∈ S(M,G1). The constants C0, C1 and the seminorms of f in
S(M,G1) only depend on the seminorms of f in S(h
−1, hg♯).
Proof. Observe that since G1 ≤ g♯ ≤ Gσ1 we find that the conditions (4.12)–(4.13) are
stronger than the property of being σ temperate. If H1(w0)g
♯(w − w0) ≥ c > 0 then
we immediately obtain (4.12) with C0 = c
−1. Thus, in order to prove (4.12) it suffices
to prove that H1(w) ≤ C0H1(w0) when H1(w0)g♯(w − w0) ≪ 1, i.e., that G1 is slowly
varying.
First we consider the case 1 + |δ0(w0)| ≥ H−1/21 (w0)/2. Then we find by the uniform
Lipschitz continuity of w 7→ |δ0(w)| that
H
−1/2
1 (w) ≥ 1 + |δ0(w)| ≥ 1 + |δ0(w0)| −H−1/21 (w0)/6 ≥ H−1/21 (w0)/3
when |w − w0| ≤ H−1/21 (w0)/6, which gives the slow variation in this case with C0 = 9.
In the case 1 + |δ0(w0)| ≤ H−1/21 (w0)/2 we have
(4.14) H
−1/2
1 (w0) ≤ 2|f ′(w0)|/(‖f ′′(w0)‖+ h1/4|f ′(w0)|1/2 + h1/2),
thus we find
‖f ′′(w0)‖ ≤ 2H1/21 (w0)|f ′(w0)| and(4.15)
h1/2 ≤ 4H1(w0)|f ′(w0)|.(4.16)
By Taylor’s formula we find
(4.17) |f ′(w)− f ′(w0)| ≤ εH−1/21 (w0)‖f ′′(w0)‖+ C3ε2h1/2H−11 (w0)
≤ (2ε+ 4C3ε2)|f ′(w0)| |w − w0| ≤ εH−1/21 (w0)
and when 2ε+ 4C3ε
2 ≤ 1/2 we obtain that
(4.18) 1/2 ≤ |f ′(w)|/|f ′(w0| ≤ 3/2 |w − w0| ≤ εH−1/21 (w0).
Taylor’s formula and (4.16) gives that
‖f ′′(w)− f ′′(w0)‖ ≤ C3εh1/2H−1/21 (w0) ≤ 4C3εH1/21 (w0)|f ′(w0)|
when |w−w0| ≤ εH−1/21 (w0). We find that ‖f ′′(w)‖/|f ′(w0)| ≤ (2 + 4Cε)H1/21 (w0) when
|w − w0| ≤ εH−1/21 (w0) by (4.15) . We then obtain from (4.14) and (4.18) that
H
1/2
1 (w) ≤ ‖f ′′(w)‖|f ′(w)|−1 + h1/4|f ′(w)|−1/2 + h1/2|f ′(w)|−1 ≤ CH1/21 (w0)
when |w − w0| ≤ εH−1/21 (w0) and ε≪ 1, which gives the slow variation and (4.12).
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Next, we prove (4.13). Taylor’s formula gives as before that
(4.19) ‖f (k)(w)‖ ≤ C
(
2−k∑
j=0
‖f (k+j)(w0)‖|w − w0|j + h1/2|w − w0|3−k
)
0 ≤ k ≤ 2.
By (4.7) we obtain that
M(w) ≤ C
2∑
k=0
‖f (k)(w0)‖(|w − w0|+H−1/21 (w))k + Ch1/2(|w − w0|+H−1/21 (w))3.
We obtain from (4.12) that H
−1/2
1 (w) ≤ CH−1/21 (w) ≤ C(H−1/21 (w0) + |w − w0|). Thus
we find
M(w) ≤ C
2∑
k=0
‖f (k)(w0)‖H−k/21 (w0)(1 +H1/21 (w0)|w − w0|)k
+ Ch1/2H
−3/2
1 (w0)(1 +H
1/2
1 (w0)|w − w0|)3 ≤ C ′M(w0)(1 +H1/21 (w0)|w − w0|)3
which gives (4.13).
It is clear from the definition of M that ‖f (k)‖ ≤MHk/21 when k ≤ 2, and when k ≥ 3
we have
‖f (k)‖ ≤ Ckh k−22 ≤ C ′kh1/2H
k−3
2
1 ≤ C ′kMH
k
2
1
since h ≤ CH1 by (4.6) and h1/2H−3/21 ≤M . This completes the proof. 
Observe that f ∈ S(M,H1g♯) for any choice of H1 ≥ ch in Definition 4.7, we do not
have to use the other properties of H1. It follows from the proof of Proposition 4.8 that
|f ′| is a weight for G1 when H1/21 ≪ 1 in a G1 neighborhood of the sign changes.
Remark 4.9. When 1 + |δ0(w0)| ≤ H−1/21 (w0)/2 we have |f ′(w0)| ≥ h1/2/4 and
(4.20) 1/C ≤ |f ′(w)|/|f ′(w0| ≤ C for |w − w0| ≤ εH−1/21 (w0).
We also have that f ′ ∈ S(|f ′|, G1), i.e.,
(4.21) |f (k)(w0)| ≤ Ck|f ′(w0)|H
k−1
2
1 (w0) for k ≥ 1
when 1 + |δ0(w0)| ≤ H−1/21 (w0)/2.
In fact, (4.21) is trivial if k = 1, follows from (4.15) for k = 2, and when k ≥ 3 we have
|f (k)(w0)| ≤ Ckh k−22 ≤ 4Ck|f ′|H1h k−32 ≤ C ′k|f ′|H
k−1
2
1
by (4.6) and (4.16).
Proposition 4.10. Let H
−1/2
1 be given by Definition 4.5 for f ∈ S(h−1, hg♯). There
exists κ1 > 0 so that if |δ0(w0)| ≤ κ1H−1/21 (w0), H1/21 (w0) ≤ κ1 and
(4.22) ∂w1f(w0) ≥ c0|f ′(w0)|
for some c0 > 0, then there exists c1 > 0 such that
f(w) = α1(w)(w1 − β(w′))(4.23)
δ0(w) = α0(w)(w1 − β(w′))(4.24)
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when |w−w0| ≤ c1H−1/21 (w0). Here 0 < c1 ≤ α0 ∈ S(1, G1), c1|f ′| ≤ α1 ∈ S(|f ′|, G1) and
β ∈ S(H−1/21 , G1) only depends on w′, w = (w1, w′). The constant c1 and the seminorms
of αj, j = 1, 2, and β only depend on c0 and the seminorms of f in S(h
−1, hg♯).
Proof. We choose coordinates so that w0 = 0, and put H
1/2
1 = H
1/2
1 (0). Since H
1/2
1 ≤ κ1
and |δ0(0)| ≤ κ1H−1/21 we find from the Lipschitz continuity of δ0 and the slow variation
that 1 + |δ0(w)| ≤ H−1/21 (w)/2 when |w| ≤ εH−1/21 for sufficiently small ε and κ1. By
Remark 4.9 we find that |f ′(w)| ≤ C|f ′(0)| when |w| ≤ εH−1/21 for small ε. We find
from (4.21) and (4.22) that
(4.25) ∂w1f(w) ≥ ∂w1f(0)− C ′ε|f ′(0)| ≥ c0|f ′(0)|/2 ≥ c0h1/2/2C2
when |w| ≤ εH−1/21 for ε ≤ c0/2C ′. Since |δ0(0)| ≤ κ1H−1/21 ≤ Cκ1h−1/2 we find from
Definition 4.3 that f(w) = 0 for some |w| ≤ κ1H−1/21 when Cκ1 < 1. Thus, by the
implicit function theorem we can solve
f(w) = 0 ⇐⇒ w1 = β(w′) when |w| ≤ εH−1/21
for sufficiently small ε and κ1. We find that |β| = O(H−1/21 ), |β ′| = |∂w′f |/|∂w1f | = O(1)
and it follows from (4.21) that
|β ′′| ≤ C(|∂2w1f ||β ′|2 + |∂w′∂w1f ||β ′|+ ‖∂2w′f‖)/|∂w1f | = O(H1/21 )
when w1 = β(w
′) and |w| ≤ εH−1/21 .
Now we have by Remark 4.9 that ∂wjf ∈ S(|f ′|, G1) when |w| ≤ εH−1/21 for small
enough ε, and by (4.25) we find |f ′| ≤ C∂w1f when |w| ≤ εH−1/21 . Thus we find |∂αwf | ≤
Cα∂w1fH
(|α|−1)/2
1 . Assume by induction that |β(α)| ≤ CαH(|α|−1)/21 when |w| ≤ εH−1/21 for
|α| < N , where N ≥ 3. Then by differentiating the equation f(β(w′), w′) = 0 we find for
|α| = N
∂αβ = −(∑ cγ∂kw1∂γ0w′f k∏
j=1
∂
γj
w′β + ∂
α
w′f
)
/∂w1f when w1 = β(w
′) and |w| ≤ εH−1/21
where the sum is over k ≥ 2 and ∑kj=1 γj + γ0 = α; or k = 1, γ0 6= 0 and γ0 + γ1 = α.
In any case, we obtain that |γj| < |α| in the summation. Since f ′ ∈ S(|∂w1f |, G1), we
obtain that |∂αw′f/∂w1f | ≤ CαH(|α|−1)/21 . By the induction hypothesis we find that
|∂kw1∂γ0w′f
k∏
j=1
∂
γj
w′β/∂w1f | ≤ Ck,γH(k+|γ0|−1)/21 H
(
∑k
j=1 |γj |−k)/2
1 = Ck,γH
(|α|−1)/2
1
which completes the induction argument.
Now by using Taylor’s formula we find f(w) = α(w)(w1 − β(w′)) where
α(w) =
∫ 1
0
∂w1f(θw1 + (1− θ)β(w′), w′) dθ for |w| ≤ εH−1/21 .
Thus α(w) ∼= |f ′(0)| when |w| ≪ H−1/21 and κ1 ≪ 1, since then |β(w′)| ≪ H−1/21 . Now
∂w1f ∈ S(|f ′|, G1) when |w| ≤ εH−1/21 , so we obtain that α(w) = f0(w, β(w′)) where
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f0 ∈ S(|f ′|, G1). Since β ∈ S(H−1/21 , G1), differentiation gives
|∂γα| ≤ Cγ
∑
∑k
j=1 γj+γ0=γ
∣∣∣∣∣∂kw1∂γ0w′f0
k∏
j=1
∂γjβ
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C ′γ|f ′|H(k+|γ0|+∑kj=1 |γj |−k)/21 ≤ C ′′γ |f ′|H |γ|/21
which proves (4.23).
It remains to prove the statements about δ0(w). It suffices to prove that δ(w) =
H
1/2
1 (0)δ0(w) ∈ S(1, G1,0), here δ(w) is the signed G1,0 = H1(0)g♯ distance to X0. By
choosing {
z1 = H
1/2
1 (0)(w1 − β(w′))
z′ = H
1/2
1 (0)w
′
as new coordinates, then we find that G1,0 transforms to a uniformly bounded C
∞ metric
in a fixed neighborhood of the origin. Now δ1(z) is sgn(z1) times the distance to z1 = 0
with respect to this metric, and this is a C∞ function in a sufficiently small neighborhood
of the origin. Clearly, |∂z1δ1| ≥ c > 0 in a fixed neighborhood of the origin, so Taylor’s
formula gives δ1(z) = α0(z)z1, where c/2 ≤ α0 ∈ C∞ in a smaller neighborhood. This
completes the proof of the Proposition. 
We shall compare our metric with the Beals–Fefferman metric G = Hg♯ on T ∗Rn,
where
(4.26) H−1 = 1 + |f |+ |f ′|2 ≤ Ch−1.
This metric is continuous in t, σ temperate on T ∗Rn and supG/Gσ = H2 ≤ 1. We also
have f ∈ S(H−1, G) (see for example the proof of Lemma 26.10.2 in [9]).
Proposition 4.11. We have that H−1 ≤ CH−11 and M ≤ CH−11 , which gives that
f ∈ S(M,G1) ⊆ S(H−11 , G1). When |δ0| ≤ κ0H−1/21 for 0 < κ0 sufficiently small we find
that
(4.27) 1/C ≤M/(‖f ′′‖H−11 + h1/2H−3/21 ) ≤ C.
When |δ0| ≤ κ0H−1/21 and H1/21 ≤ κ0 for 0 < κ0 sufficiently small, we find
(4.28) 1/C1 ≤M/|f ′|H−1/21 ≤ C1.
The constants only depend on the seminorms of f in S(h−1, hg♯).
Thus, the metric G1 gives a coarser localization than the Beals-Fefferman metric G
and smaller localization errors.
Proof. First note that by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have
M = |f |+ |f ′|H−1/21 + ‖f ′′‖H−11 + h1/2H−3/21 ≤ C(H−1 +H−11 ).
Thus we obtain M ≤ CH−11 if we show that H−1 ≤ CH−11 . Observe that we only have
to prove this when |δ0| ≪ H−1/2, since else H−1/2 ≤ C|δ0| ≤ CH−1/21 .
If |δ0(w0)| ≤ κH−1/2(w0) ≤ Cκh−1/2 for Cκ < 1, then there exists w ∈ f−1(0) such
that |w − w0| ≤ κH−1/2(w0). For sufficiently small κ we find from Taylor’s formula and
the slow variation that |f(w0)| ≤ CκH−1(w0). We obtain for small enough κ that
H−1(w0) ≤ (1− Cκ)−1(1 + |f ′(w0)|2) ≤ C ′H−11 (w0)
which proves that H−1 ≤ CH−11 and thus M ≤ CH−11 .
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Next, assume that |δ0(w0)| ≤ κ0H−1/21 (w0). When κ0 is small enough, we find as before
that there exists w ∈ f−1(0) such that |w − w0| = |δ0(w0)|. By Remark 4.9 we obtain
that |f ′| only varies with a fixed factor in |w − w0| ≤ κ0H−1/21 (w0) for κ0 ≪ 1. Since
f(w) = 0, Taylor’s formula gives that |f(w0)| ≤ Cκ0|f ′(w0)|H−1/21 (w0). Then we find
that M ≤ C(|f ′|H−1/21 + ‖f ′′‖H−11 + h1/2H−3/21 ) ≤ C ′(‖f ′′‖H−11 + h1/2H−3/21 ) by (4.7),
which gives (4.27). When also H
1/2
1 (w0) ≤ κ0 ≪ 1 we find from (4.15)–(4.16) that
M(w0) ≤ C(|f ′|H−1/21 + ‖f ′′‖H−11 + h1/2H−3/21 ) ≤ C ′|f ′(w0)|H−1/21 (w0). This completes
the proof of the Proposition. 
When δ0 ∈ S(H−1/21 , G1) we find from the Fefferman-Phong inequality that (δ0f)w ≥ rw
for some r ∈ S(H1/21 , G1) since δ0f ≥ 0. But this will not suffice for the proof, instead
we shall use that r ∈ S(MH3/21 , G1). In the next section, we shall estimate the term
MH
3/2
1
∼= ‖f ′′‖H1/21 + h1/2 near the sign changes (see Proposition 5.4).
5. Local Properties of the Symbol
In this section we shall study the local properties of the symbol near the sign changes.
We start with a one dimensional result.
Lemma 5.1. Assume that f(t) ∈ C3(R) such that ‖f (3)‖ ≤ h1/2 is bounded. If
(5.1) sgn(t)f(t) ≥ 0 when ̺0 ≤ |t| ≤ ̺1
for ̺1 ≥ 3̺0 > 0, then we find
|f(0)| ≤ 3
2
(
f ′(0)̺0 + h
1/2̺30/2
)
(5.2)
|f ′′(0)| ≤ f ′(0)/̺0 + 7h1/2̺0/6.(5.3)
We obtain (5.2) since we are close to the zeroes of f , and (5.3) since we have a lower
bound on f ′ in the domain.
Proof. By Taylor’s formula we have
0 ≤ sgn(t)f(t) = |t|f ′(0) + sgn(t)(f(0) + f ′′(0)t2/2) +R(t) ̺0 ≤ |t| ≤ ̺1
where |R(t)| ≤ h1/2|t|3/6. We obtain that
(5.4)
∣∣f(0) + t2f ′′(0)/2∣∣ ≤ f ′(0)|t|+ h1/2|t|3/6
for any |t| ∈ [̺0, ̺1]. By choosing |t| = ̺0 and |t| = 3̺0, we obtain that
4̺20|f ′′(0)| ≤ 4f ′(0)̺0 + 28h1/2̺30/6
which gives (5.3). By letting |t| = ̺0 in (5.4) and substituting (5.3), we obtain (5.2). 
Next, we study functions f(w) ∈ S(h−1, hg♯) where h is constant, then ‖f (3)‖ ≤ C3h1/2.
In the following we shall assume that H
1/2
0 is a parameter, but later on it will be given
by the metric G1, see (5.22).
Proposition 5.2. Let f ∈ S(h−1, hg♯) for constant h and let H1/21 be given by by Defi-
nition 4.5. Assume that there exist positive constants C0 and H
1/2
0 such that H
1/2
0 ≥ h1/2
and
(5.5)
sgn(w1)f(w) ≥ 0 when (1 +H1/20 |w′|2)/C0 ≤ |w1| ≤ C0H−1/20 and |w′| ≤ C0H−1/20
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where w = (w1, w
′). If H
1/2
0 ≤ κ0 is sufficiently small, then there exist c1 and C1 such
that
|f(0)| ≤ ∂w1f(0)̺0 + C1h1/2̺30(5.6)
‖f ′′(0)‖ ≤ ∂w1f(0)/̺0 + C1h1/2̺0(5.7)
for any 1 ≤ ̺0 ≤ c1H−1/20 . Here c1, C1 and κ0 only depend on C0 and the seminorms
of f in S(h−1, hg♯).
Proof. We shall consider the function t 7→ f(t, w′) which satisfies (5.1) for fixed w′ with
(1 +H
1/2
0 |w′|2)/C0 = ̺0(w′) ≤ ̺1(w′)/3 = C0H−1/20 /3
if H
1/2
0 (1 + H
1/2
0 |w′|2) ≤ C20/3. We obtain this when |w′| ≤ κ0H−1/20 and H1/20 ≤ κ0 if
κ0 + κ
2
0 ≤ C20/3, which we assume in what follows. Then (5.2) and (5.3) gives that
|f(0, w′)| ≤ 3
2
∂w1f(0, w
′)̺0 + Ch
1/2̺30(5.8)
|∂2w1f(0, w′)| ≤ ∂w1f(0, w′)/̺0 + Ch1/2̺0(5.9)
for ̺0(w
′) ≤ ̺0 ≤ ̺1(w′)/3 and |w′| ≤ κ0H−1/20 . By letting w′ = 0 we obtain (5.6)
from (5.8), and by taking w′ = 0 in (5.9) we find that
(5.10) |∂2w1f(0)| ≤ ∂w1f(0)/̺0 + Ch1/2̺0
for 1 ≤ ̺0 ≤ c1H−1/20 and c1 ≤ C0/3. By letting ̺0 = ̺0(w′) in (5.8), dividing with
3̺0(w
′)/2 and using Taylor’s formula for w′ 7→ ∂w1f(0, w′), we find that there exists
C > 0 so that
0 ≤ ∂w1f(0) + 〈w′, ∂w′(∂w1f)(0)〉+ Ch1/2(1 + |w′|2)
when |w′| ≤ κ0H−1/20 since then ̺0(w′) ≤ (1 + κ0|w′|)C−10 . Thus by optimizing over
fixed |w′|, we obtain that
(5.11) |w′||∂w′(∂w1f)(0)| ≤ ∂w1f(0) + Ch1/2(1 + |w′|2) when |w′| ≤ κ0H−1/20 .
By again letting ̺0 = ̺0(w
′) in (5.8), using Taylor’s formula for w′ 7→ ∂w1f(0, w′) and
substituting (5.11), we obtain
|f(0, w′)| ≤ ∂w1f(0)̺0(w′) + Ch1/2(1 + |w′|3)) when |w′| ≤ κ0H−1/20 .
By considering the odd and even terms in Taylor’s formula for w′ 7→ f(0, w′), optimizing
over fixed |w′| using (5.6) with ̺0 = 1, we obtain that
(5.12) |∂w′f(0)| |w′|+ ‖∂2w′f(0)‖|w′|2/2 ≤ ∂w1f(0)̺0(w′) + Ch1/2(1 + |w′|3))
when |w′| ≤ κ0H−1/20 . Now we have C−10 ≤ ̺0(w′) ≤ C−10 (1+κ20) if |w′| ≤ κ0H−1/40 . Thus
we obtain (5.7) by taking |w′| = ̺0 ∈ [1, κ0H−1/20 ] in (5.11), |w′|2 = ̺0 ∈ [1, κ20H−1/20 ]
in (5.12) and using (5.10). This finishes the proof of the Proposition. 
We find from (5.12) that we also get an estimate on |∂w′f(0)|. But we shall need an
estimate on the direction of the gradient of f .
Remark 5.3. Assume that f ∈ S(h−1, hg♯) for constant h, f(0) = 0 and
(5.13) f(w) ≥ 0 when c1 ≤ w1 ≤ |w| ≤ C1
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for some c1 < C1. There exist κ0 > 0 and C0 > 0 such that if H
1/2
1 (0) ≤ κ0 then
(5.14) |∂w′f(0)| ≤ C0|∂w1f(0)|.
The values of κ0 and C0 only depend on c1, C1 and the seminorms of f ∈ S(h−1, hg♯).
In fact, by Taylor’s formula for w1 7→ f(w1, w′) we find from (5.13) that
−f(0, w′) ≤ C(|∂w1f(0, w′)|+ ‖f ′′(0, w′)‖+ h1/2) when |w′| ≤
√
C21 − c21.
By using the Taylor expansion of w′ 7→ f(0, w′) and of w′ 7→ ∂w1f(0, w′) we find that
〈w′, dw′f(0)〉 ≤ C ′(|∂w1f(0)|+ ‖f ′′(0)‖+ h1/2) when |w′| ≤
√
C21 − c21.
By optimizing over fixed |w′| > 0 we find
|∂w′f(0)| ≤ C ′′(|∂w1f(0)|+ ‖f ′′(0)‖+ h1/2).
When H
1/2
1 (0)≪ 1 we obtain from (4.15) and (4.16) that ‖f ′′(0)‖+ h1/2 ≪ |f ′(0)| since
f(0) = 0, which gives (5.14). Next, we shall estimate the weightM near the sign changes,
this will be important for the lower bounds in Section 9.
Proposition 5.4. Let f ∈ S(h−1, hg♯) for constant h and let H1/21 be given by by Defi-
nition 4.5. Assume that there exist positive constants C0 and H
1/2
0 such that
(5.15)
sgn(w1)f(w) ≥ 0 when (1 +H1/20 |w′|2)/C0 ≤ |w1| ≤ C0H−1/20 and |w′| ≤ C0H−1/20
where w = (w1, w
′), and h1/2 ≤ H1/20 ≤ 1. Then we obtain that
(5.16) M(0)H
3/2
1 (0) ≤ C1H1/20 .
Here C1 only depends on C0 and the seminorms of f in S(h
−1, hg♯).
Proof. From the definition of M we find MH
3/2
1 = |f |H3/21 + |f ′|H1 + ‖f ′′‖H1/21 + h1/2.
In the following we shall denote H
1/2
1 = H
1/2
1 (0). First we observe that if H
1/2
1 ≤ C0H1/20
then M(0)H
3/2
1 ≤ CH1/21 ≤ CC0H1/20 by Proposition 4.11. Thus, in the following we
shall assume H
1/2
0 ≤ κ0H1/21 ≤ κ0 for some κ0 > 0 to be determined later. For small
enough κ0 we find from (5.6) in Proposition 5.2 that
(5.17) |f(0)| ≤ C(|f ′(0)|+ h1/2).
Since H1 ≤ 1 it suffices to estimate ‖f (k)‖ for k = 1, 2. We obtain from (4.7) that
(5.18) |f ′(0)|H1 ≤ 2‖f ′′(0)‖H1/21 + 3h1/2.
Thus, it remains to estimate ‖f ′′(0)‖H1/21 in order to obtain (5.16). Now H−1/21 ≤
κ0H
−1/2
0 , and by (5.7) we have
‖f ′′(0)‖H1/21 ≤ C1H1/21 (|f ′(0)|/̺0 + h1/2̺0)
for 1 ≤ ̺0 ≤ c1H−1/20 . Thus, if κ0 ≤ c1/4C1, we can choose ̺0 = 4C1H−1/21 ≤
4C1κ0H
−1/2
0 ≤ c1H−1/20 which gives
(5.19) ‖f ′′(0)‖H1/21 ≤
1
4
|f ′(0)|H1 + Ch1/2 ≤ 1
2
‖f ′′(0)‖H1/21 + C2h1/2.
by (5.18). This gives ‖f ′′(0)‖H1/21 ≤ 2C2h1/2 ≤ 2C2C0H1/20 and completes the proof. 
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It follows from the proof that we obtain the bound MH3/2 ≤ Ch1/2 in the case when
H
−1/2
0 ≫ H−1/21 . Next, we shall investigate the conditions we need in order to ob-
tain (5.15).
Lemma 5.5. Let f ∈ S(h−1, hg♯) satisfy condition (Ψ) given by (2.2), let δ0 be given by
Definition 4.3 and H
1/2
1 by Definition 4.5. Assume that there exist t
′ ≤ t0 ≤ t′′ such that
∆ = max
t=t′, t′′
|δ0(t, w0)− δ0(t0, w0)| ≤ 1(5.20)
|δ0(t, w0)| ≤ ̺0H−1/20 for t = t′ and t′′,(5.21)
where
(5.22) H
1/2
0 = max(H
1/2
1 (t
′, w0), H
1/2
1 (t
′′, w0)) ≤ ̺0.
If ̺0 is sufficiently small in (5.21)–(5.22) then there exist g
♯ orthonormal coordinates
w = (w1, w
′) so that w0 = (z1, 0) with z1 = δ0(t
′, w0) and
(5.23)
{
sgn f(t′, w) = sgn(w1 − β−(w′))
sgn f(t′′, w) = sgn(w1 − β+(w′))
for |w| ≤ c0H−1/20
where β±(w
′) ∈ S(H−1/20 , H0g♯). We also find that β−(0) = |β ′−(0)| = 0, |β+(0)| ≤ C∆
and |β ′+(0)| ≤ CH1/40 ∆1/2. Here ̺0, c0 and C only depend on the seminorms of f in
S(h−1, hg♯).
Proof. Since |δ0(t′, w0)| ≤ ̺0H−1/20 ≤ C̺0h−1/2 by (5.21) and (4.6), we find by (4.4)
there exists (t′, w) ∈ X0, so that |w0 − w| = |δ0(t′, w0)| if C̺0 < 1, which we shall
assume in what follows. By the slow variation, we find from (5.21) and (5.22) that
H
1/2
1 (t, w) ≤ CH1/20 ≤ C̺0 ≪ 1 for t = t′ and t′′ when ̺0 ≪ 1. We may choose g♯
orthonormal coordinates so that w = 0 and w0 = (z1, 0) with z1 = δ0(t
′, w0).
Since H
1/2
1 (t
′, 0) ≤ C̺0 ≪ 1 and δ0(t′, 0) = 0, we find from Remark 4.9 that |f ′(t′, 0)| 6=
0. Since f(t′, 0) = 0 and δ0(t
′, (z1, 0)) = z1, we find ∂w′f(t
′, 0) = 0. By using Proposi-
tion 4.10 at (t′, 0) we obtain (5.23) for t = t′ when ̺0 are small enough. Here β−(w
′) ∈
S(H
−1/2
1 (t
′, 0), H1(t
′, 0)g♯) when |w′| ≤ c1H−1/21 (t′, 0), and β−(0) = |β ′−(0)| = 0. We
find that ‖β ′′−‖ ≤ C2H1/20 , thus by using Taylor’s formula we obtain that β−(w′) ∈
S(H
−1/2
0 , H0g
♯) when |w′| ≤ c0H−1/20 since H−1/20 ≤ CH−1/21 (t′, 0). It is clear that we
may also obtain (5.23) for t = t′′ but not necessarily with the same coordinates.
Claim 5.6. When ̺0 > 0 is small enough in (5.21), there exists w˜ such that (t
′′, w˜) ∈ X0,
(5.24) |w˜′| ≤ C0̺1/20 ∆1/2H−1/40 and |w˜1| ≤ C0∆
which gives |w˜| ≤ C0̺0H−1/20 since ∆ ≤ 1 ≤ ̺0H−1/20 .
Proof of Claim 5.6. We shall consider the cases when δ0(t
′, w0) and δ0(t
′′, w0) have op-
posite or the same sign. If δ0(t
′, w0) and δ0(t
′′, w0) have the opposite sign (including
one or more being zero) then we obtain that |δ0(t, w0)| ≤ |δ0(t′′, w0) − δ0(t′, w0)| ≤ 2∆
by (5.20) for t = t′ and t′′. We find from (5.21) that |δ0(t′′, w0)| ≤ ̺0H−1/20 ≪ h−1/2 when
̺0 ≪ 1, and then there must exist a point (t′′, w˜) ∈ X0 such that |w˜ − w0| ≤ 2∆. Since
|w0| = |δ0(t′, w0)| we find |w˜| ≤ |w0|+ |w˜ − w0| ≤ 4∆, thus we obtain (5.24) in this case.
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When δ0(t
′, w0) = z1 and δ0(t
′′, w0) have the same sign (and are non-zero), we shall
first consider the case when they both are negative. Then we have that f(t′′, (z1, 0)) < 0,
and since β−(0) = 0 we find that f(t
′, (w1, 0)) > 0 for 0 < w1 ≤ c0H−1/20 , which implies
that f(t′′, (w1, 0)) ≥ 0 by condition (Ψ). We find that f must have a zero at (t′′, w˜1, 0)
for some 0 ≥ w˜1 ≥ z1 = δ0(t′, w0). Since |δ0(t′′, w0)− δ0(t′, w0)| ≤ 2∆, we find z1 − w˜1 ≤
δ0(t
′′, w0) ≤ z1 + 2∆. Thus 0 ≥ w˜1 ≥ −2∆, which gives (5.24) in this case with w˜′ = 0.
Finally, we consider the case when both δ0(t
′, w0) = z1 and δ0(t
′′, w0) are positive. By
condition (Ψ) the sign changes of f when t = t′′ and |w| ≤ c0H−1/20 are located where
w1 ≤ β−(w′). Since |δ0(t′′, w0) − δ0(t′, w0)| ≤ 2∆, we find that δ0(t′′, w0) ≤ z1 + 2∆.
Now let Γ0 be a circle with radius r1 = δ0(t
′′, w0) ≤ ̺0H−1/20 centered at w0 = (z1, 0),
by shrinking ̺0 we may assume that ̺0 ≤ c0. We find that (w1, w′) ∈ Γ0 implies that
w1 = z1 ±
√
r21 − |w′|2 ≥ z1 − r1 + |w′|2/2r1 and |w′| ≤ r1, thus
w1 ≥ −2∆ + 1
2̺0
H
1/2
0 |w′|2 and |w′| ≤ r1 ≤ ̺0H−1/20
since z1 − r1 ≥ −2∆ and
√
1− t2 ≤ 1− t2/2 for |t| ≤ 1. Now |β−(w′)| ≤ C2H1/20 |w′|2 for
|w′| ≤ c0H−1/20 , thus Γ0 will intersect the set {w1 ≤ β−(w′) } only at points w˜ = (w˜1, w˜′)
where
−2∆ + 1
2̺0
H
1/2
0 |w′|2 ≤ C2H1/20 |w′|2 and |w′| ≤ ̺0H−1/20 .
When ̺0 ≤ (4C2)−1 is small enough we find that |w˜′| ≤
√
8̺0∆
1/2H
−1/4
0 and |w˜1| =
|β−(w˜′)| ≤ 8C2̺0∆. Since there must be sign changes of w 7→ f(t′′, w) in this set, we
find that there exists (t′′, w) ∈ X0 such that |w′| ≤
√
8̺0∆
1/2H
−1/4
0 and −2∆ ≤ w1 ≤
|β−(w′)| ≤ 8C2̺0∆. Thus we obtain (5.24) in this case, which completes the proof of
Claim 5.6. 
It remains to finish the Proof of Lemma 5.5. By the slow variation and (5.24) we find
H
1/2
1 (t
′′, w˜) ≤ C2H1/20 ≤ C2̺0 for ̺0 small enough. Since f(t′, w) has the same sign as
w1−β−(w′) and t′′ ≥ t′, we find from condition (Ψ) that f(t′′, w) ≥ 0 when w1 ≥ |β−(w′)|
and |w| ≤ c1H−1/20 . By (5.24) we find that |β−(w′)| ≤ C2H1/20 |w′|2 ≤ C3(̺0∆+H1/20 ) ≤ C ′
when |w′ − w˜′| ≤ C, thus
f(t′′, w1, w˜
′) ≥ 0 when C ′ ≤ w1 ≪ H−1/20 and |w′ − w˜′| ≤ C.
Since f(t′′, w˜) = 0 we find by Remark 5.3 that |∂w1f(t′′, w˜)| ≥ c′|∂wf(t′′, w˜)| for some
c′ > 0. By using Proposition 4.10 as before at (t′′, w˜) for small enough ̺0, we obtain (5.23)
for t = t′′ with β+(w
′) ∈ S(H−1/21 (t′′, w˜), H1(t′′, w˜)g♯) when |w′ − w˜′| ≤ c1H−1/21 (t′′, w˜),
which contains the neighborhood
{
|w′| ≤ c0H−1/20
}
when c0 and ̺0 are small enough.
Observe that |β+(w˜′)| = |w˜1| ≤ C0∆ by (5.24).
It remains to prove the estimates on β+. By condition (Ψ) we find ∃ c > 0 such that
β−(w
′)− β+(w′) ≥ 0 in |w′ − w˜′| ≤ cH−1/20
when ̺0 ≪ 1. We also have ‖β ′′±‖ ≤ C2H1/20 and |β±(w˜′)| ≤ C∆ by (5.24), thus we find
from Lemma 7.7.2 in [9] that
|β ′−(w˜′)− β ′+(w˜′)| ≤ CH1/40 ∆1/2.
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Since β ′−(0) = 0 we find that |β ′−(w˜′)| ≤ C2C0̺1/20 H1/40 ∆1/2 by (5.24), and thus |β ′+(w˜′)| ≤
C ′′H
1/4
0 ∆
1/2. By using Taylor’s formula, we find that |β ′+(0)| ≤ C0H1/40 ∆1/2, |β+(0)| ≤
C0∆ and β+ ∈ S(H−1/20 , H0g♯) when |w′| ≤ c0H−1/20 , for some C0 > 0. This completes
the proof of Lemma 5.5. 
We will also need the following geometrical Lemma in Section 6. It tells how far away
the minimum of the distance is attained.
Lemma 5.7. Let Σ = {w1 = β(w′) }, (w1, w′) ∈ R1+n, where β(w′) ∈ C2(Rn), |β ′(0)| =
γH
1/2
0 and ‖β ′′(w′)‖ ≤ H1/20 , ∀w′, for some positive constant H1/20 , and let δ(w) be
the minimal euclidean distance from w = (w1, w
′) to Σ. Then if |w| ≤ λH−1/20 and
|β(0)| ≤ λH−1/20 for λ ≤ 1/6, then we find δ(w) = |w − z| where z = (β(z′), z′) ∈ Σ
satisfies
(5.25) |z′ − w′| ≤ 6λ(γ + |w′|) ≤ γ + |w′|.
Proof of Lemma 5.7. Since |β(0)| ≤ λH−1/20 we find that δ(w) ≤ 2λH−1/20 when |w| ≤
λH
−1/2
0 . We find that there exists z = (β(z
′), z′) such that |w − z| = δ(w) and |z′| ≤
|w|+ δ(w) ≤ 3λH−1/20 .
Take the right-angled triangle with corners at w, (β(z′), z′) and (β(z′), w′). By Pythago-
ras’ theorem we find that
(5.26) |z′ − w′|2 = δ2(w)− |w1 − β(z′)|2 = (δ(w) + |w1 − β(z′)|)(δ(w)− |w1 − β(z′)|).
Since |w1 − β(z′)| ≤ δ(w) ≤ |w1 − β(w′)| we find by the triangle inequality
|δ(w)− |w1 − β(z′)|| ≤ |β(z′)− β(w′)|
By Taylor’s formula we obtain
|β(z′)− β(w′)| ≤ |β ′(w′)||z′ − w′|+ |z′ − w′|2H1/20 /2
≤ |z′ − w′|(γ + |w′|+ |z′ − w′|/2)H1/20 ,
since |β ′(w′)| ≤ |β ′(0)|+ |w′|H1/20 ≤ (γ + |w′|)H1/20 , thus
|δ(w)− |w1 − β(z′)|| ≤ (γ + |w′|+ |z′ − w′|/2)|z′ − w′|H1/20 .
Since |w1 − β(z′)| ≤ δ(w) ≤ 2λH−1/20 we obtain from (5.26) that
|z′ − w′|2 ≤ 4λ(γ + |w′|+ |z′ − w′|/2)|z′ − w′|.
Thus, for λ ≤ 1/6 we find |z′ − w′| ≤ 6λ(γ + |w′|) which proves the Lemma. 
6. The Weight function
In this section, we shall define the weight m̺ we shall use, it will depend on a parameter
0 < ̺ ≤ 1. The weight will essentially measure how much t 7→ δ0(t, w) changes between
the minima of t 7→ H1/21 (t, w). Since H1/21 gives an upper bound on the curvature of the
zero set when H
1/2
1 ≪ 1, the weight will give a bound on the sign changes of the symbol
similar to condition (5.15) in suitable coordinates.
Recall that t 7→ δ0(t, w) and t 7→ H1/21 (t, w) are regulated functions, and as before we
shall assume that they are constant when |t| ≥ 1. In the following, we let 〈s〉 = 1 + |s|.
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Definition 6.1. For 0 < ̺ ≤ 1 and (t0, w0) ∈ R× T ∗Rn we define
m−,̺(t0, w0) = inf
t′≤t0
{
̺2(δ0(t0, w0)− δ0(t′, w0)) +H1/21 (t′, w0)〈̺δ0(t′, w0)〉
}
(6.1)
m+,̺(t0, w0) = inf
t0≤t′′
{
̺2(δ0(t
′′, w0)− δ0(t0, w0)) +H1/21 (t′′, w0)〈̺δ0(t′′, w0)〉
}
(6.2)
and
(6.3) m̺ = min(max(m+,̺, m−,̺), ̺
2).
Then we have ch1/2 ≤ m±,̺ ≤ H1/21 〈̺δ0〉 ≤ 1 by (4.5)–(4.6). We find that m1 =
max(m+,1, m−,1) and
(6.4) min(ch1/2, ̺2) ≤ m̺ ≤ min(H1/21 〈̺δ0〉, ̺2).
Now we have
m1(t0, w0) ∼= inf
t′≤t0≤t′′
{
δ0(t
′′, w0)− δ0(t′, w0)
+H
1/2
1 (t
′, w0)〈δ0(t′, w0)〉+H1/21 (t′′, w0)〈δ0(t′′, w0)〉
}
and thus m1(t0, w0) ∼= 1 when |δ0(t, w0)| ∼= H−1/21 (t, w0) for t ≥ t0 or t ≤ t0. When
t 7→ δ0(t, w0) is constant, we find that m̺ is proportional to the quasi-convex hull of
t 7→ H1/21 (t, w0) (i.e., it is convex with respect to the constant functions). The weight
also has the “convexity property” given by Proposition 6.7: if maxI m1 ≫ minI m1 on
I = { (t, w) : a ≤ t ≤ b }, then ∃ c > 0 so that the variation in t of δ0 on I is bounded from
below: |∆Iδ0| ≥ cmaxI m1. We shall use the parameter ̺ to obtain suitable norms in
Section 7, but this is just a technicality: allm̺ are equivalent according to Proposition 6.2.
Next, we shall show that the conditions in Lemma 5.5 are obtained for small enough m̺.
Proposition 6.2. If ̺ = 1 or m̺(t0, w0) < ̺
2 < 1, then there exist t′ ≤ t0 ≤ t′′ such that
|δ0(t, w0)− δ0(t0, w0)| < ̺−2m̺(t0, w0) ≤ 1(6.5)
H
1/2
1 (t, w0)〈̺δ0(t, w0)〉 < 2m̺(t0, w0) ≤ 2̺2.(6.6)
for t = t′ and t′′. The function t 7→ m̺(t, w) is regulated such that
(6.7) ̺21/̺
2
2 ≤ m̺1(t, w)/m̺2(t, w) ≤ 1
when 0 < ̺1 ≤ ̺2 ≤ 1.
We obtain from Proposition 6.2 that H
1/2
1 (t, w0) < 2̺
2 and |δ0(t, w0)| ≤ 2̺H−1/21 (t, w0)
when t = t′, t′′. Thus, when m̺(t0, w0) < ̺
2 ≪ 1 we may use Proposition 4.10 at (t′, w0)
and (t′′, w0). Observe that when m̺(t0, w0) < ̺
2 (or ̺ = 1) we obtain from (6.5) that
(6.8) 1/2 ≤ 〈̺δ0(t, w0)〉/〈̺δ0(t0, w0)〉 ≤ 2 t = t′, t′′
which gives H
1/2
1 (t, w0) ≤ 4H1/21 (t0, w0) for t = t′, t′′, since then H1/21 (t, w0)〈̺δ0(t, w0)〉 <
2m̺(t0, w0) ≤ 2H1/21 (t0, w0)〈̺δ0(t0, w0)〉 by (6.4) and (6.6). Thus if m̺(t0, w0) < ̺2 (or
̺ = 1) we have
(6.9) H
−1/2
1 (t0, w0) ≤ 4min(H−1/21 (t′, w0), H−1/21 (t′′, w0)).
As in (5.22) we shall in the following denote H
1/2
0 = max(H
1/2
1 (t
′, w0), H
1/2
1 (t
′′, w0)), see
for example (6.15).
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Proof. We have that m±,̺ ≤ m̺ when m̺ < ̺2 < 1 or when ̺ = 1. By approximating
the limit, we may choose t′′ ≥ t0 so that
(6.10) ̺2(δ0(t
′′, w0)− δ0(t0, w0)) +H1/21 (t′′, w0)〈̺δ0(t′′, w0)〉 < m+,̺(t0, w0) + ch1/2
where c is chosen as in (6.4). Then we find ̺2(δ0(t
′′, w0)− δ0(t0, w0)) < m+,̺(t0, w0) and
H
1/2
1 (t
′′, w0)〈̺δ0(t′′, w0)〉 < m+,̺(t0, w0) + ch1/2 ≤ 2m+,̺(t0, w0). We similarly obtain this
estimate for m−,̺ with t
′ ≤ t0, which gives (6.5)–(6.6).
To prove (6.7) we let F̺(t, s, w) = ̺
2|δ0(s, w)− δ0(t, w)|+H1/21 (s, w)〈̺δ0(s, w)〉. Then
we have F̺1 ≤ F̺2 and ̺21F̺2 ≤ ̺22F̺1 when ̺1 ≤ ̺2. Since these estimates are preserved
when taking infimum and supremum, we obtain (6.7) for m±,̺j and m̺j , j = 1, 2.
To prove that t 7→ m̺(t, w) is a regulated function, it suffices to prove that t 7→
m±,̺(t, w) is a regulated function since this property is preserved when taking maximum
and minimum. We note that
t 7→ m+,̺(t, w0) = inf
t≤t′′
{
̺2δ0(t
′′, w0) +H
1/2
1 (t
′′, w0)〈̺δ0(t′′, w0)〉
}
− ̺2δ0(t, w0)
and since the infimum is non-decreasing and bounded, we find that this gives a regulated
function in t. A similar argument works for m−,̺, which proves the result. 
In the following we shall assume the coordinates chosen so that g♯(w) = |w|2. Observe
that m̺ is not a weight for G1, but the following Proposition shows that it is a weight
for g̺ = ̺
2g♯ uniformly in ̺.
Proposition 6.3. We find that there exists C > 0 such that
(6.11) m̺(t, w) ≤ Cm̺(t, w0)(1 + ̺2g♯(w − w0)) ∀ t
uniformly when 0 < ̺ ≤ 1, which implies that m̺ is a weight for g̺ = ̺2g♯ since
gσ̺ = g
♯/̺2. The constant C only depends on the seminorms of f in S(h−1, hg♯).
Proof. Since m̺ ≤ ̺2 we only have to consider the case when
(6.12) m̺(t0, w0) < ̺
2.
Now, it suffices to show that
(6.13) m̺(t0, w)/m̺(t0, w0) ≤ C(1 + ̺2|w − w0|2) when |w − w0| ≤ ̺m−1̺ (t0, w0)
uniformly in 0 < ̺ ≤ 1. In fact, when |w−w0| > ̺m−1̺ (t0, w0) we obtain that ̺2|w−w0|2 >
̺4m−2̺ (t0, w0) > m̺(t0, w)/m̺(t0, w0) by (6.12). Thus (6.11) is trivially satisfied with
C = 1 when |w − w0| > ̺m−1̺ (t0, w0). Thus, in the following we shall only consider w
such that |w − w0| ≤ ̺m−1̺ (t0, w0).
Since m̺ are equivalent when ̺ ≥ ̺0 > 0 by (6.7), it suffices to consider ̺ ≤ ̺0 ≪ 1.
In fact, if (6.11) holds for m̺0 then it holds for m̺ when ̺0 ≤ ̺ ≤ 1, with C replaced
by C/̺20. In the following we shall assume 0 < ̺ ≤ ̺0, where ̺0 shall be determined
later. Since we assume (6.12) we may use Proposition 6.2 to obtain t′ ≤ t0 ≤ t′′ such that
(6.5)–(6.6) hold. By (6.6) and (6.8) we obtain that
(6.14) |δ0(t, w0)| ≤ 8̺H−1/20 for t = t′, t′′
where
(6.15) H
1/2
0 = max(H
1/2
1 (t
′, w0), H
1/2
1 (t
′′, w0)) < 2m̺(t0, w0) < 2̺
2,
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which gives ̺m−1̺ (t0, w0) < 2̺H
−1/2
0 . Since
(6.16) ∆ = max
t=t′, t′′
|δ0(t, w0)− δ0(t0, w0)| < ̺−2m̺(t0, w0) < 1
we may use Lemma 5.5 when 2̺ < 8̺2 ≪ 1 to obtain g♯ orthonormal coordinates w =
(w1, w
′) so that w0 = (z1, 0), z1 = δ0(t
′, w0) and{
sgn f(t′, w) = sgn(w1 − β−(w′))
sgn f(t′′, w) = sgn(w1 − β+(w′))
for |w| ≤ c0H−1/20
where w′ 7→ β±(w′) ∈ S(H−1/20 , H0g♯). We also find β−(0) = |β ′−(0)| = 0, and since
∆ < ̺−2m̺(t0, w0) by (6.16) we obtain that
(6.17) |β+(0)| ≤ C̺−2m̺(t0, w0) and |β ′+(0)| ≤ C̺−1H1/40 m1/2̺ (t0, w0).
Since |w0| = |δ0(t′, w0)| ≤ 8̺H−1/20 by (6.14) and |w − w0| ≤ ̺m−1̺ (t0, w0) < 2̺H−1/20
by (6.15), we have |w| ≤ 10̺H−1/20 and
|δ0(t, w)| ≤ |δ0(t, w0)|+ |w − w0| ≤ 10̺H−1/20 ≤ 10̺h−1/2/c t = t′, t′′
by the uniform Lipschitz continuity of w 7→ δ0(t, w). Thus when ̺ ≪ 1 we find that
there exists (t′′, β+(z
′), z′) ∈ X0 for some |z′| ≤ 20̺H−1/20 such that |w − (β+(z′), z′)| =
|δ0(t′′, w)|.
In the following, we let m̺ = m̺(t0, w0). Now |β+(0)| ≤ C̺−2m̺ < C < 2C̺2H−1/20 ,
|β ′+(0)| ≤ C̺−1H1/40 m1/2̺ and ‖β ′′+‖ ≤ C2H1/20 by (6.17). Thus, when |w| ≤ 10̺H−1/20
we may use Lemma 5.7 with γ = CC−12 ̺
−1H
−1/4
0 m
1/2
̺ and λ = C2min(2C̺
2, 10̺) ≤ 1/6
when ̺2 < 10̺≪ 1 (since H1/20 is replaced by C2H1/20 ). Thus, we obtain that
|z′ − w′| ≤ CC−12 ̺−1H−1/40 m1/2̺ + |w′|
which gives that |z′| ≤ CC−12 ̺−1H−1/40 m1/2̺ +2|w′|. Since |β+(0)| ≤ C̺−2m̺ and |β ′+(0)| ≤
C̺−1H
1/4
0 m
1/2
̺ we find that for these z′ and w′ we have that
|β+(z′)|+ |β+(w′)| ≤ C0(̺−2m̺ +H1/20 |w′|2)
by using Taylor’s formula and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Since |w1 − β+(z′)| ≤
|δ0(t′′, w)| ≤ |w1 − β+(w′)| we obtain that
|w1| − C0(̺−2m̺ +H1/20 |w′|2) ≤ |δ0(t′′, w)| ≤ |w1|+ C0(̺−2m̺ +H1/20 |w′|2)
when |w−w0| ≤ 2̺H−1/20 and ̺ ≤ ̺0 ≪ 1. Since |β ′−(0)| = β−(0) = 0 a similar argument
(with γ = 0 and thus |z′| ≤ 2|w′|) gives
||δ0(t′, w)| − |w1|| ≤ C1H1/20 |w′|2 when |w − w0| ≤ 2̺H−1/20
for some C1 > 0 when ̺ ≤ ̺0 ≪ 1. We obtain that
(6.18) δ0(t
′′, w)− δ0(t′, w) ≤ C2(̺−2m̺ +H1/20 |w′|2) when |w − w0| ≤ 2̺H−1/20 .
In fact, if δ0(t
′′, w) and δ0(t
′, w) have the same sign then we find |δ0(t′′, w)− δ0(t′, w)| =
||δ0(t′, w)| − |δ0(t′′, w)||. Moreover, δ0(t′′, w) and δ0(t′, w) may only have different signs
when β−(w
′) ≤ w1 ≤ β+(w′) or β+(w′) ≤ w1 ≤ β−(w′), so we find in this case that
|δ0(t, w)| ≤ |β+(w′)− β−(w′)| ≤ C(̺−2m̺ +H1/20 |w′|2) t = t′, t′′.
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We obtain from (6.18) and the monotonicity of t 7→ δ0(t, w) that
(6.19) ̺2|δ0(t, w)− δ0(t0, w)| ≤ ̺2(δ0(t′′, w)− δ0(t′, w))
≤ C2(m̺ +H1/20 ̺2|w′|2) ≤ 2C2m̺(1 + ̺2|w − w0|2)
when t = t′, t′′ and |w−w0| ≤ ̺m−1̺ < 2̺H−1/20 , since |w′| ≤ |w−w0|. Now G1 is slowly
varying, thus we find for small enough ̺ > 0 that
H
1/2
1 (t, w) ≤ C3H1/21 (t, w0) when |w − w0| ≤ 2̺H−1/20 ≤ 2̺H−1/21 (t, w0)
for t = t′, t′′. By the uniform Lipschitz continuity we find that
(6.20) 〈̺δ0(t, w)〉 ≤ 〈̺δ0(t, w0)〉(1 + ̺|w − w0|) ∀ t
which implies that for t = t′, t′′, we have
(6.21) H
1/2
1 (t, w)〈̺δ0(t, w)〉 ≤ C3H1/21 (t, w0)〈̺δ0(t, w0)〉(1 + ̺|w − w0|)
when |w−w0| ≤ 2̺H−1/20 . By using (6.6), (6.19), (6.21) and taking the infimum we obtain
m±,̺(t0, w) ≤ C4m̺(t0, w0)(1 + ̺|w − w0|)2
when |w − w0| ≤ ̺m−1̺ (t0, w0) ≤ 2̺H−1/20
uniformly for small ̺. By taking the maximum and then the minimum, we obtain (6.13)
and thus Proposition 6.3. 
In section 7, we shall choose a fixed ̺ = ̺0 ≪ 1 in order to get invertible operators and
suitable norms. In the following, we shall for simplicity only consider m1, since all the
m̺ are equivalent when ̺ ≥ c > 0, this is really no restriction: the following results also
holds for any m̺, 0 < ̺ ≤ 1 but with constants depending on ̺. The next Proposition
shows that if m1 ≪ 1 then the conditions in Proposition 5.4 are satisfied.
Proposition 6.4. There exists 0 < κ0 < 1 and c0 > 0 such that if m1 ≤ κ0 at (t0, w0) ∈
R × T ∗Rn, then there exist g♯ orthonormal coordinates so that w0 = (z1, 0), |z1| <
|δ0(t0, w0)|+ 1 and
(6.22) sgn(w1)f(t0, w) ≥ 0 when |w1| ≥ (1 +H1/20 |w′|2)/c0 and |w| ≤ c0H−1/20
where c0h
1/2 ≤ H1/20 < 4m1(t0, w0)〈κ1/20 δ0(t0, w0)〉−1 ≤ 4κ0. Here κ0 and c0 only depend
on the seminorms of f in S(h−1, hg♯).
Proof. Let ̺1 = ̺0/8 for the fixed ̺0 ≤ 1 in Lemma 5.5 and assume that m1(t0, w0) ≤
κ0 < ̺
2
1. Since m̺1 ≤ m1 we can use Proposition 6.2 to find t′ ≤ t0 ≤ t′′ such that
∆ = maxt=t′, t′′ |δ0(t, w0) − δ0(t0, w0)| < ̺−21 m̺1(t0, w0) < 1, |δ0(t, w0)| ≤ 2̺1H−1/21 (t, w0)
for t = t′, t′′ and
(6.23) H
1/2
0 = max(H
1/2
1 (t
′, w0), H
1/2
1 (t
′′, w0)) < 2m̺1 ≤ 2̺21.
By using (6.8) as before we find that |δ0(t, w0)| ≤ 8̺1H−1/20 for t = t′, t′′.
Since 2̺21 < 8̺1 ≤ ̺0 we may use Lemma 5.5 to obtain g♯ orthonormal coordinates so
that w0 = (z1, 0) with |z1| = |δ0(t′, w0)| < |δ0(t0, w0)|+ 1 and
(6.24)
{
sgn f(t′, w) = sgn(w1 − β−(w′))
sgn f(t′′, w) = sgn(w1 − β+(w′))
for |w| ≤ c0H−1/20 .
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Here β±(w
′) ∈ S(H−1/20 , H0g♯) and
ch1/2 ≤ H1/20 < 4m1(t0, w0)/〈κ1/20 δ0(t0, w0)〉 ≤ 4κ0.
In fact, H
1/2
1 (t, w0)〈̺1δ0(t, w0)〉 < 2m̺1(t0, w0) ≤ 2m1(t0, w0) and 〈κ1/20 δ0(t0, w0)〉 ≤
2〈̺1δ0(t, w0)〉 when t = t′ and t′′ by (6.6) and (6.8). Since ∆ ≤ 1 we also obtain from
Lemma 5.5 that |β±(0)| ≤ C, |β ′±(0)| ≤ CH1/40 and ‖β ′′±‖ ≤ C0H1/20 . This gives
|β±(w′)| ≤ C(1 +H1/20 |w′|2) in |w′| ≤ c0H−1/20
for some C > 0. By condition (Ψ) and (6.24), we obtain the result. 
In order to get lower bounds in terms of the weight m1, we shall need the following
result, which will be important for the proof.
Proposition 6.5. Let the weight M be given by Definition 4.7. Then there exists C0 > 0
such that
(6.25) MH
3/2
1 〈δ0〉 ≤ C0m1
which gives S(MH
3/2
1 , G1) ⊆ S(m1〈δ0〉−1, g♯). Here C0 only depends on the seminorms
of f in S(h−1, hg♯).
Proof of Proposition 6.5. We shall omit the dependence on t in the proof and put m1 =
m1(w0). First we observe that if m1 ≥ c > 0, then MH3/21 〈δ0〉 ≤ C ≤ Cm1/c at w0 since
〈δ0〉 ≤ H−1/21 and M ≤ CH−11 by Proposition 4.11.
Thus, we only have to consider the case m1 ≤ κ0 ≪ 1. By using Proposition 6.4 for
κ0 ≪ 1 we obtain coordinates so that |w0| ≤ |δ0(w0)|+ 1 ≤ H−1/21 (w0), f satisfies (6.22)
and thus the conditions in Proposition 5.4. Since κ
1/2
0 〈δ0〉 ≤ 〈κ1/20 δ0〉 we obtain from
Propositions 5.4 and 6.4 the estimate
(6.26) M(0)H
3/2
1 (0) ≤ C1H1/20 ≤ 4C1κ−1/20 m1/〈δ0(w0)〉.
It remains to prove the estimate M(w0)H
3/2
1 (w0) ≤ CM(0)H3/21 (0) in this case. By
Proposition 4.8 we have that
(6.27) M(w0) ≤ CM(0)(1 +H1/21 (0)|w0|)3
and
(6.28) H(w0) ≤ CH(0)(1 +H1/21 (w0)|w0|)2.
In the case H
1/2
1 (0) ≤ H1/21 (w0) we find that |w0| ≤ H−1/21 (w0) ≤ H−1/21 (0) and thus
M(w0)H
3/2
1 (w0) ≤ 64C5/2M(0)H3/21 (0) by (6.27)–(6.28). When H1/21 (w0) ≤ H1/21 (0) we
don’t have to use (6.28), instead we find from (6.27) that
M(w0)H
3/2
1 (w0) ≤ CM(0)H3/21 (0)(H1/21 (w0)H−1/21 (0) + 1)3 ≤ 8CM(0)H3/21 (0)
since |w0| ≤ H−1/21 (w0). This completes the proof of the Proposition. 
If m1 ∼= 1 then we find from the proof that the estimate (6.25) is trivial. When m1 ≪ 1
we have the following “geometrical” interpretation of (6.25).
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Remark 6.6. In the case |δ0| ≤ C we find from Proposition 4.11 that MH3/21 〈δ0〉 ∼=
‖f ′′‖H1/21 + h1/2 ≤ Cm1 if and only if ‖f ′′‖ ≤ C1m1H−1/21 . By Proposition 6.2 there
exist t′ ≤ t0 ≤ t′′ so that m(t0, w0) ∼= H1/20 = max(H1/21 (t′, w0), H1/21 (t′′, w0)) when
|δ0(t0, w0)| ≤ C. Then (4.27) holds at (t0, w0) if and only if
(6.29) ‖f ′′(t0, w0)‖ ≤ C2H1/20 H−1/21 (t0, w0).
Now it follows from (4.7) and (6.29) that H
−1/2
0
∼= m−11 has the property that F =
H
−1/2
0 f ∈ S(H−3/21 , G1) when t = t0 and |w − w0| ≪ H−1/21 .
Next, we shall prove some results about the properties of m1. First we shall prove the
“convexity property” mentioned earlier.
Proposition 6.7. Let m1 be given by Definition 6.1. There exist κ0 > 1, c0 > 0 and
ε0 > 0 such that if κ ≥ κ0, t′ < t0 < t′′ and
(6.30) m1(t0, w0) = κmax(m1(t
′, w0), m1(t
′′, w0))
then we have
(6.31) δ0(t
′′, w)− δ0(t′, w) ≥ c0m1(t0, w0) = c0κmax(m1(t′, w0), m1(t′′, w0))
when |w − w0| ≤ ε0.
Proof. Since t0 < t
′′ we have by the triangle inequality
m+,1(t0, w0) ≤ inf
t′′≤t
(δ0(t, w0)− δ0(t0, w0) +H1/21 (t)〈δ0(t, w0)〉)
≤ δ0(t′′, w0)− δ0(t0, w0) +m+,1(t′′, w0)
and similarly
m−,1(t0, w0) ≤ δ0(t0, w0)− δ0(t′, w0) +m−,1(t′, w0).
Since m±,1 ≤ m1 we find that
m1(t0, w0) = max(m−,1(t0, w0), m+,1(t0, w0))
≤ δ0(t′′, w0)− δ0(t′, w0) + max(m1(t′, w0), m1(t′′, w0))
which gives (6.31) for w = w0 with κ0 = 2 and c0 = 1/2.
If we choose ε0 > 0 so that
(6.32) 1/C0 ≤ m1(t, w)/m1(t, w0) ≤ C0 when |w − w0| ≤ ε0 and ∀ t
then we obtain the result when |w − w0| ≤ ε0 for κ0 = 2C20 and c0 = (2C0)−1. In fact,
(6.30) implies that m1(t0, w) = κ1max(m1(t
′, w), m1(t
′′, w)) where κ1 ≥ κ/C20 . When
κ ≥ 2C20 we find δ0(t′′, w) − δ0(t′, w) ≥ 12m1(t0, w) ≥ 12C0m1(t0, w0), which proves the
Proposition. 
The following Proposition gives an estimate on how much w 7→ δ0(t, w) varies for
different values of t, using the monotonicity of t 7→ δ0(t, w).
Proposition 6.8. Let m1 be given by Definition 6.1 and let ∆(s, t, w) = δ0(t, w) −
δ0(s, w) ≥ 0 for s ≤ t. There exists ε1 > 0 so that if
max(m1(s0, w0), m1(t0, w0)) ≤ K ≤ 1
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and
(6.33) |∆(s0, t0, w0)| = λK λ ≥ 0
for some s0, t0 ∈ R, then
(6.34) (2λ/3− 3)K ≤ |∆(s0, t0, w)| ≤ (4λ/3 + 3)K when |w − w0| ≤ ε1.
Here ε1 does not depend on λ or K.
Proof. To prove (6.34) it suffices to show that
(6.35) |∆(s0, t0, w)−∆(s0, t0, w0)| ≤ (λ/3 + 3)K when |w − w0| ≤ ε
for sufficiently small ε > 0. Observe that if K ≥ κ > 0 then by the uniform Lipschitz
continuity of w 7→ δ0(t, w), we obtain (6.35) with λ = 0 for small enough ε (depending
on κ).
Thus, in the following we may assume that K ≤ κ ≪ 1, and it is no restriction to
assume that s0 < t0. Since m1(t0, w0) ≤ K ≪ 1 we obtain by Proposition 6.2 that there
exist t′ ≤ t0 ≤ t′′ such that
(6.36) |δ0(t, w0)− δ0(t0, w0)| < m1(t, w0) ≤ K t = t′, t′′
by (6.5). We obtain from (6.6) that |δ0(t, w0)| ≤ 2KH−1/21 (t, w0) and H1/21 (t, w0) ≤
2m1(t, w0) ≤ 2K for t = t′, t′′. We similarly obtain (6.36) with t0 replaced by s0 and t′,
t′′ by s′ ≤ s0 ≤ s′′. In the following we shall assume that s = s′, s′′ and t = t′, t′′. When
K is sufficiently small, we obtain from Proposition 4.10 that δ0 ∈ S(H−1/21 , G1) in a fixed
G1 neighborhood of (t, w0) and (s, w0). By (6.33) and (6.36) we have that
(6.37) |∆(s, t, w0)| ≤ (λ+ 2)K
when s = s′, s′′ and t = t′, t′′. Then we obtain that ‖∂2w∆(s, t, w)‖ ≤ CK when
|w − w0| ≤ c for some c > 0. Since ±∆(s, t, w) ≥ 0 for a choice of sign, we find that
±
(
∆(s, t, w0) + 〈w − w0, dw∆(s, t, w0)〉
)
+ CK|w − w0|2/2 ≥ 0
when |w − w0| ≤ c. By optimizing over |w − w0| = c and using (6.37), we obtain that
|dw∆(s, t, w0)| ≤ C(λ + 1)K. Since ‖∂2w∆(s, t, w)‖ ≤ CK when |w − w0| ≤ c we obtain
that
(6.38) |∆(s, t, w)−∆(s, t, w0)| ≤
(
λ
3
+ 1
)
K when |w − w0| ≤ ε≪ 1
for s = s′, s′′ and t = t′, t′′, where ε does not depend on λ. Since ∆(s′′, t′, w) ≤
∆(s0, t0, w) ≤ ∆(s′, t′′, w) for s0 < t0, we find by (6.36) that
∆(s0, t0, w)−∆(s0, t0, w0) ≤ ∆(s′, t′′, w)−∆(s′, t′′, w0) + 2K
and
∆(s0, t0, w)−∆(s0, t0, w0) ≥ ∆(s′′, t′, w)−∆(s′′, t′, w0)− 2K.
Thus we obtain (6.35) which completes the proof of the Proposition. 
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7. The Wick quantization
In order to define the pseudo-sign we shall use the Wick quantization, following [5,
Appendix B] and [14, Section 4]. The advantage with using the Wick quantization is
that positive symbols give positive operators. We shall also define the norms we shall
use, following [2]. For a ∈ L∞(T ∗Rn) we define the Wick quantization:
aWick(x,Dx)u(x) =
∫
T ∗Rn
a(y, η)Σwy,η(x,Dx)u(y) dydη u ∈ S(Rn)
using the projections Σwy,η(x,Dx) with symbol
Σy,η(x, ξ) = π
−n exp(−g♯(x− y, ξ − η)) = π−n exp(−|x− y|2 − |ξ − η|2).
We find that aWick : S(Rn) 7→ S ′(Rn) is symmetric on S(Rn) if a is real valued,
(7.1) a ≥ 0 in L∞(T ∗Rn)⇒ 〈aWick(x,Dx)u, u〉 ≥ 0 for u ∈ S(Rn)
and ‖aWick(x,Dx)‖L(L2(Rn)) ≤ ‖a‖L∞(T ∗Rn) (see [14, Proposition 4.2]). We obtain from
the definition that aWick = aw0 where
(7.2) a0(w) = π
−n
∫
a(z) exp(−|w − z|2) dz
is the Gaussian regularization. Observe that real Wick symbols have real Weyl symbols.
In the following, we shall assume that G1 = H1g
♯ is a slowly varying metric satisfy-
ing (4.12) and M is a weight for G1 satisfying (4.13). Also recall that S
+(1, g♯) is given
by Definition 2.5.
Proposition 7.1. Assume that a ∈ L∞(T ∗Rn), then aw0 = aWick where a0 is given
by (7.2). If |a| ≤ CM then we find that a0 ∈ S(M, g♯). If also a ∈ S(M,G1) in a G1
ball of fixed radius with center w, then a0 ∼= a modulo symbols in S(H1M,G1) in a fixed
G1 neighborhood of w. If a ≥ M we obtain a0 ≥ cM , and if a ≥ M in a G1 ball of fixed
radius with center w then a0 ≥ cM − CH1M in a fixed G1 neighborhood of w, for some
constants c, C > 0. If |da| ≤ C almost everywhere, then a0 ∈ S+(1, g♯).
These results are well known, but for completeness we give a proof. Observe that the
results are uniform in the metrics and weights.
Proof. Since a is measurable satisfying |a| ≤ CM , we find that aWick = aw0 where a0 is
given by (7.2). Since M(z) ≤ CM(w)(1 + |z − w|)3 by (4.13), we obtain that a0(w) =
O(M(w)). By differentiating on the exponential factor, we find a0 ∈ S(M, g♯), and
similarly we find that a0 ≥ M/C if a ≥ M .
If a ∈ S(M,H1 g♯) in a G1 ball of radius c > 0 and center at w, then we write
a0(w) = π
−n
∫
T ∗Rn
a(z) exp(−|w−z|2) dz = π−n
∫
|w−z|≤cH
−1/2
1
(w)/2
a(z) exp(−|w−z|2) dz
+ π−n
∫
|w−z|≥cH
−1/2
1
(w)/2
a(z) exp(−|w − z|2) dz
where the last term is O(HN1 (w)M(w)) for any N .
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Thus, after multiplying with a cut-off function, we may assume that a ∈ S(M,G1)
everywhere. Taylor’s formula gives
a0(w) = π
−n
∫
T ∗Rn
a(w + z) exp(−|z|2) dz
= a(w) + π−n
∫ 1
0
∫
T ∗Rn
(1− θ)〈a′′(w + θz)z, z〉e−|z|2 dzdθ
where a′′ ∈ S(MH1, G1) since G1 = H1g♯. Since differentiation commutes with con-
volution, M(w + θz) ≤ CM(w)(1 + |z|)3 and H1(w + θz) ≤ CH1(w)(1 + |z|)2 when
|θ| ≤ 1, we find that a0(w) ∼= a(w) modulo symbols in S(H1M,G1). Similarly, we obtain
that a0 ≥ cM modulo S(H1M, g♯) for some c > 0 if a ≥ M in a fixed G1 ball. Since
da0(w) = π
−n
∫
T ∗Rn
da(z) exp(−|w − z|2) dz, we obtain the last statement. 
Remark 7.2. Observe that if a(t, w) and g(t, w) ∈ L∞(R×T ∗Rn) and ∂ta(t, w) ≥ g(t, w)
in D′(R) for almost all w ∈ T ∗Rn, then we find 〈∂t(aWick)u, u〉 ≥ 〈gWicku, u〉 in D′(R)
when u ∈ S(Rn).
In fact, the condition means that
−
∫
a(t, w)φ′(t) dt ≥
∫
g(t, w)φ(t) dt 0 ≤ φ ∈ C∞0 (R)
for almost all w ∈ T ∗Rn, which by (7.1) gives
−
∫
〈aWick(t, x,Dx)u, u〉φ′(t) dt ≥
∫
〈gWick(t, x,Dx)u, u〉φ(t) dt 0 ≤ φ ∈ C∞0 (R)
for u ∈ S(Rn).
We are going to use the symbol classes S(mk̺, g̺) where g̺ = ̺
2g♯ and m̺ is given by
Definition 6.1. Observe that S(mk̺, g̺) = S(m
k
1, g
♯) for all 0 < ̺ ≤ 1. In fact, g̺ ∼= g♯ and
m̺ ≤ m1 ≤ ̺−2m̺ by (6.7). By [2, Corollary 6.7] we can define Sobolev spaces H(mk̺, g̺)
with the following properties: S is dense in H(mk̺, g̺), the dual of H(mk̺, g̺) is naturally
identified with H(m−k̺ , g̺), and
(7.3) u ∈ H(mk̺, g̺) ⇐⇒ awu ∈ L2 = H(1, g̺) ∀ a ∈ S(mk̺, g̺)
and then u = aw0 v for some a0 ∈ S(m−k̺ , g̺) and v ∈ L2. Observe that H(mk̺, g̺) =
H(mk1, g
♯) for all 0 < ̺ ≤ 1, but not uniformly. We also find from [2, Corollary 4.4] that
aw is bounded as an operator:
(7.4) u ∈ H(mj̺, g̺) 7→ awu ∈ H(mj−k̺ , g̺) when a ∈ S(mk̺, g̺),
and the bound only depends on the seminorms of a in S(mk̺, g̺). Let µ
w
̺ = m
Wick
̺ , i.e.,
(7.5) µ̺(t, w) = π
−n
∫
T ∗Rn
m̺(t, z) exp(−|w − z|2) dz
Sincem̺ satisfies (6.11) we find from Proposition 7.1 thatm̺/c0 ≤ µ̺ ∈ L∞(R, S(m̺, g̺))
uniformly for 0 < ̺ ≤ 1 for some c0 > 0. For small enough ̺ > 0 we get invertible
operators according to the following result.
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Proposition 7.3. There exists 0 < ̺0 ≤ 1 such that when 0 < ̺ ≤ ̺0 we have
(µ1/2̺ )
w(µ−1/2̺ )
w = γw̺ is uniformly invertible in L
2(7.6)
1
2
≤ (µ−1/2̺ )wµw̺ (µ−1/2̺ )w ≤ 2 in L2.(7.7)
The value of ̺0 only depends on the seminorms of f in S(h
−1, hg♯).
Proof. Since g̺ = ̺
2g♯ is uniformly σ temperate, g̺/g
σ
̺ = ̺
4, and m̺ is uniformly σ,
g̺ temperate, the calculus gives that (µ
1/2
̺ )w(µ
−1/2
̺ )w = 1 + rw̺ where r̺ ∈ S(̺2, g♯)
uniformly for 0 < ̺ ≤ 1. We obtain that the L2 operator norm ‖rw̺ ‖ ≤ C0̺2 uni-
formly in ̺. Thus, by taking ̺0 ≤ (2C0)−1/2 we obtain (7.6). Similarly, we find that
(µ
−1/2
̺ )wµw̺ (µ
−1/2
̺ )w = 1 + sw̺ where s̺ ∈ S(̺2, g♯) uniformly. As before, we may choose
̺0 so that ‖sw̺ ‖ ≤ 1/2 when 0 < ̺ ≤ ̺0, which proves (7.7). 
Now we fix ̺ = ̺0 to the value given by Proposition 7.3, let µ = µ̺0 and let ‖u‖H(mk
1
)
be the norm defining H(mk1) = H(m
k
1, g
♯). The next Proposition shows that the norm in
H(mk1) can be defined by the operator µ
w.
Proposition 7.4. Assume that ̺0 is given by Proposition 7.3, and the symbol µ = µ̺0 ∈
L∞(R, S(m1, g
♯)) is given by (7.5) with ̺ = ̺0 so that µ
w = mWick̺0 ≤ mWick1 . Then there
exist positive constants c0, c1 and C0 such that
(7.8) c0h
1/2‖u‖2 ≤ c1‖u‖2
H
(
m
1/2
1
) ≤ 〈µwu, u〉 ≤ C0‖u‖2
H
(
m
1/2
1
).
The constants only depend on the seminorms of f in S(h−1, hg♯).
Proof. Let a = µ−1/2. By Proposition 7.3 we find 1 = (γw̺0)
−1(µ1/2)waw with ‖(γw̺0)−1‖ ≤
C, which gives
(7.9) ‖u‖H(1) ≤ C‖(µ1/2)wawu‖H(1) ≤ C ′‖awu‖H(m1/2
1
) ≤ C ′′‖u‖H(1)
by (7.4). Thus u 7→ awu is an isomorphism between H(1) and H(m1/21 ). Since the
constant metric g♯ is trivially strongly σ temperate in the sense of [2, Definition 7.1], we
find from [2, Corollary 7.7] that there exists a0 ∈ S(m1/21 , g♯) such that awaw0 = aw0 aw = 1.
Since c0h
1/2 ≤ m1 ≤ ̺−20 m̺0 ≤ 1 and µw = mWick̺0 we find that c0̺20h1/2‖u‖2 ≤
〈µwu, u〉 ≤ C‖u‖2, so we only have to prove that 〈µwu, u〉 ∼= ‖u‖2
H
(
m
1/2
1
). Since a = µ−1/2
we find from (7.7) that
〈µwu, u〉 = 〈µwawaw0 u, awaw0 u〉 ≥
1
2
‖aw0 u‖2H(1),
and since ‖u‖
H
(
m
1/2
1
) = ‖awaw0 u‖H(m1/2
1
) ≤ C‖aw0 u‖H(1), we find 〈µwu, u〉 ≥ 12C‖u‖2H(m1/2
1
).
Finally, we have
〈µwu, u〉 ≤ ‖µwu‖
H
(
m
−1/2
1
)‖u‖
H
(
m
1/2
1
) ≤ C‖u‖2
H
(
m
1/2
1
)
which completes the proof of the Proposition. 
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8. The Pseudo-Sign
In this section we shall construct a perturbation B(t, w) = δ0(t, w)+̺0(t, w) of δ0 such
that ̺0 = O(m1) and
(8.1) ∂t(δ0 + ̺0) ≥ cm1 > 0 in D′(R) when |t| < 1,
where m1 is given by Definition 6.1 and δ0 by Definition 4.3. We shall use this in Section 9
to prove Proposition 3.3 with bw = BWick as a “pseudo-sign” for f . When t 7→ m1(t, w)
has a approximate minimum at t = t0 in the sense that m(s) ≤ Cm(t) when t ≤ s ≤ t0 or
t0 ≤ s ≤ t, we may take ̺0(t, w) = c
∫ t
t0
m1(s, w) ds since t 7→ δ0(t, w) is non-decreasing.
In general, we have to split the interval [−1, 1] into subintervals where t 7→ m1(t, w) has
approximate maximum and minimum, and use the “convexity property” of t 7→ δ0(t, w)
given by Proposition 6.7 in order to “interpolate” δ0 at the approximate maxima of
t 7→ δ0(t, w). We shall also compute the Weyl symbol b for the “pseudo-sign” BWick = bw.
All the results in this section are uniform in the sense that they only depend on the
seminorms of f in S(h−1, hg♯) for |t| ≤ 1. As before, we denote by Lip(T ∗Rn) the
Lipschitz continuous functions on T ∗Rn.
Proposition 8.1. Assume that δ0 is given by Definition 4.3 and m1 is given by Defini-
tion 6.1. Then there exist a positive constant C1 and a real valued ̺0(t, w) ∈ L∞(R ×
T ∗Rn) such that
|̺0| ≤ C1m1(8.2)
∂t(δ0 + ̺0) ≥ m1/C1(8.3)
in D′(R) when |t| < 1. We also have that t 7→ ̺0(t, w) is a regulated function, ∀w ∈
T ∗Rn, and w 7→ ̺0(t, w) ∈ Lip(T ∗Rn) uniformly for almost all |t| ≤ 1.
Proof. We shall make the construction of ̺0(t, w) locally in w, by using a partition of
unity {φk(w) } ∈ S(1, g♯) in T ∗Rn such that 0 ≤ φk ≤ 1,
∑
k φk = 1 and |w − wk| ≤ ε
in suppφk. Here 0 < ε ≤ min(ε0, ε1), where εj are given by Propositions 6.7–6.8 for
j = 1, 2. Observe that φk ∈ Lip(T ∗Rn) uniformly. We also assume that ε is chosen
small enough so that w 7→ m1(t, w) only varies with a fixed factor in supp φk(w) for any
t ∈ [−1, 1], ∀ k, and we shall keep ε fixed in what follows.
On each suppφk we shall construct a real valued ̺0k(t, w) ∈ L∞(R × T ∗Rn) sat-
isfying the conditions in Proposition 8.1 uniformly in supp φk. By taking ̺0(t, w) =∑
k φk(w)̺0k(t, w) we then obtain the result. Observe that we may ignore the values of
̺0k(t, w) for t in a zero set.
In the following, we shall keep k fixed. Next, we choose coordinates so that wk = 0,
let ̺0(t, w) = ̺0k(t, w) and
(8.4) m(t) = m1(t, 0)
which gives m(t) ∼= m1(t, w) when w ∈ supp φk and t ∈ [−1, 1]. Thus it suffices to
construct a real valued ̺0(t, w) such that |̺0(t, w)| ≤ C1m(t) and ∂t(δ0 + ̺0) ≥ m/C1 in
D′(R) when |w| ≤ ε and |t| < 1. This is essentially a one dimensional problem, but there
are some complications at the approximate maxima of t 7→ m(t).
Since t 7→ m(t) and t 7→ δ0(t, w) are regulated functions, we may consider them
as functions of t˜ ∈ S∗R⋃R. Thus m( t˜ ) is either m(t) or m(t±) = limεց0m(t ± ε)
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depending on the context. We introduce an ordering on S∗R
⋃
R so that
(8.5) s < s+ < t− < t when s < t.
In the next Lemma we shall cut the interval [−1, 1] where the jumps of t 7→ δ0(t, w) are
large enough for w ∈ supp φk. Then we also get a bound on the jumps of t 7→ m(t) in
the subintervals by Proposition 6.7.
Lemma 8.2. Let m(t) be given by (8.4), then there exist finitely many open disjoint
subintervals Ik ⊆ [−1, 1] so that [−1, 1] =
⋃
k Ik and
(8.6) δ0(t+, 0)− δ0(t−, 0) ≤ 9max(m(t−), m(t+)) t ∈
⋃
k
Ik
and
(8.7) |m(t)| ≤ κ1max(m(t−), m(t+)) t ∈
⋃
k
Ik.
Here κ1 = max(κ0, 9/c0) > 1 with c0 and κ0 given by Proposition 6.7. We also obtain
that
(8.8) δ0(t+, w)− δ0(t−, w) > 3max(m(t−), m(t+)) if |w| ≤ ε
when ±1 6= t ∈ ⋃k ∂Ik.
Proof of Lemma 8.2. Since t 7→ δ0(t, w) is non-decreasing and |δ0| ≤ h−1/2, we find that
for any γ > 0 there can only be finitely may values of t such that δ0(t+, 0)−δ0(t−, 0) ≥ γ
when |t| < 1. Since m ≥ ch1/2 for some c > 0 by (6.4), there are only finitely many values
of t for which δ0(t+, 0) − δ0(t−, 0) > 9max(m(t−), m(t+)) ≥ 9ch1/2. Thus, by cutting
the interval ]−1, 1[ into finitely many parts at the discontinuity points of t 7→ δ0(t, 0) we
may assume that [−1, 1] = ⋃k Ik, that (8.6) holds and
(8.9) δ0(t+, 0)− δ0(t−, 0) > 9max(m(t−), m(t+)) ± 1 6= t ∈
⋃
k
∂Ik.
By letting t′, t′′ → t0 = t ∈
⋃
k Ik in Proposition 6.7, we obtain that m(t) ≥
κmax(m(t−), m(t+)) implies
δ0(t+, 0)− δ0(t−, 0) ≥ c0κmax(m(t−), m(t+))
when κ ≥ κ0. This contradicts (8.6) when κ > max(κ0, 9/c0), and gives (8.7). By letting
s0, t0 → t ∈
⋃
k ∂Ik \ {±1 }, s0 < t < t0, and using Proposition 6.8 with λ > 9 and
K = max(m(t+), m(t−)) ≤ 1 we obtain (8.8) since ε ≤ ε1. This completes the proof of
the Lemma. 
Thus, it suffices to construct real valued ̺0(t, w) satisfying
(8.10)
{ |̺0(t, w)| ≤ C1m(t)
∂t(δ0(t, w) + ̺0(t, w)) ≥ m(t)/C1
in D′(R) when t ∈
⋃
Ik and |w| ≤ ε.
We shall also obtain that t 7→ ̺0(t, w) is regulated, w 7→ ̺0(t, w) is Lipschitz and
(8.11) |̺0(t±, w)| ≤ m(t±) for ±1 6= t ∈
⋃
k
∂Ik and |w| ≤ ε.
Then we obtain from (8.8) that t 7→ B(t, w) = δ0(t, w) + ̺0(t, w) has positive jumps
B(t+, w) − B(t−, w) > 0 when t ∈ ⋃k ∂Ik \ {±1 } and |w| ≤ ε. In the following, we
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shall consider one of the intervals Ik and let I = Ik be fixed. We shall assume that (8.6)
and (8.7) hold for t ∈ I, and we shall split the interval I into subintervals where t 7→ m(t)
has an approximate minimum. The complication is that t 7→ m(t) is regulated, and not
necessarily continuous. Because of the “convexity property” given by Proposition 6.7, we
cannot in general change the value of m(t) even at finitely many points.
Lemma 8.3. Assume that m(t) is given by (8.4), that (8.6) and (8.7) are satisfied on
an open interval I ⊆ [−1, 1], and let κ > κ1 where κ1 > 1 is given by Lemma 8.2. Then
there exists an open interval I1 = ]r1, r2[ ⊆ I, and t1 ∈ I1 such that
m( t˜1) = inf
t∈I1
m(t)(8.12)
m(s) ≤ κ2m(t) for t1 < s ≤ t or t ≤ s < t1 when t ∈ I1.(8.13)
Let M1 = supr1<t<t1 m(t) if r1 6= t1, and M2 = supt1<t<r2 m(t) if r2 6= t1. If r1 or r2 /∈ ∂I
we have rj 6= t1, j = 1 or 2, and obtain that
(8.14) m(r1−) ≤ M1/κ if r1 /∈ ∂I or m(r2+) ≤M2/κ if r2 /∈ ∂I .
Thus, t1 ∈ ∂I1 if and only if t1 ∈ ∂I. If I1 6= I then we find
(8.15) sup
t∈I˜
δ0(t, 0)− inf
t∈I˜
δ0(t, 0) ≥ c0ch1/2
for any open interval I˜ such that I1 ( I˜ ⊆ I.
Since we are going to take ̺0(t) = γ0
∫ t
t1
m(s) ds near t1, property (8.13) will give
|̺0(t)| ≤ 2γ0κ2m(t) ≤ m(t) if γ0 ≤ (2κ2)−1.
Proof of Lemma 8.3. Let m1 = inft∈I m(t), since m(t) is regulated, we may choose t1 ∈ I
such that m( t˜ ) = m1. If t1 ∈ ∂I, then we may take t˜1 = t1± depending on whether
±(t− t1) > 0 for all t ∈ I. Next, for fixed κ > κ1 > 1 we define I =]r1, r2[ with
r1 = inf
{
t ∈ I : m(s) ≤ κ2m(t) for all t ≤ s < t1
}
(8.16)
r2 = sup
{
t ∈ I : m(s) ≤ κ2m(t) for all t1 < s ≤ t
}
.(8.17)
If t1 ∈ ∂I then one condition is empty, depending on whether (−1)j(t − t1) < 0 for all
t ∈ I, and then we put rj = t1. Observe that we do not use the value of m at t1 in (8.16)–
(8.17). Since t 7→ m(t) is regulated and κ > 1, we find that t1 = rj if and only if rj ∈ ∂I,
and thus r1 < r2. In fact, if there exist t1 < sε < t1 + ε such that m(sε) > κ
2m(t1 + ε)
for a sequence εց 0, then m(t1+) ≥ κ2m(t+) which gives a contradiction since κ > 1.
Next, we shall prove (8.14). If, for example, r2 /∈ ∂I then since t 7→ m(t) ≥ ch1/2 is
regulated and κ > 1, we can find ε2 > 0 so that
κ−1m(r2+) ≤ m(r2 + ε) ≤ κm(r2+) when 0 < ε ≤ ε2.
This implies that m(t) ≤ κm(r2+) ≤ κ2m(r2 + ε) for r2 < t < r2 + ε and 0 < ε < ε2. If
M2 < κm(r2 + ε˜) for some 0 < ε˜ ≤ ε2, then m(t) < κm(r2 + ε˜) for t1 < t < r2, and we
find from (8.7) that
m(r2) ≤ κmax(m(r2−), m(r2+)) ≤ κmax(M2, m(r2+)) ≤ κ2m(r2 + ε˜).
Thus, m(t) ≤ κ2m(r2 + ε˜) for t1 < t ≤ r2 + ε˜, which contradicts the definition of r2.
Now, if r1 /∈ ∂I then r1 6= t1 and we may choose r1 < t˜ < t˜1 such that m( t˜ ) = M1 ≥
κm(r1−) ≥ κm( t˜1) by (8.14). Similarly, if r2 /∈ ∂I then M2 ≥ κmax(m(r2+), m( t˜1)).
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By taking limits in Proposition 6.7, we find that δ0( t˜1, 0)− δ0(r1−, 0) ≥ c0M1 ≥ C0ch1/2
if r1 /∈ ∂I and δ0(r2+, 0) − δ0( t˜1, 0) ≥ c0M2 ≥ C0ch1/2 if r2 /∈ ∂I. Combining these
estimates, we obtain (8.15). 
We can now cut the interval I into subintervals where t 7→ m(t) is approximately
monotone.
Proposition 8.4. Assume that m(t) is given by (8.4), that (8.6) and (8.7) are satisfied
on an open interval I ⊆ [−1, 1], and let κ > κ1 where κ1 > 1 is given by Lemma 8.2.
Then there exists a finite family { Ik }Nk=1 of open and disjoint subintervals Ik ⊆ I and
points tk ∈ Ik such that tj 6= tk if j 6= k and
m( t˜k) = inf
t∈Ik
m(t) ∀ k(8.18)
I =
⋃
k
Ik(8.19)
m(s) ≤ κ2m(t) for tk < s ≤ t or t ≤ s < tk when t ∈ Ik.(8.20)
If N > 1 and Ij
⋂
Ik 6= ∅ we also have
(8.21) sup
tj<t<tk
m(t) > κmax(m( t˜j), m( t˜k)) ∀ j, k.
As before, property (8.20) will give |̺0(t)| ≤ γ0
∫ t
tk
m(s) ds ≤ m(t) on Ik. When joining
the constructions we shall find that Proposition 6.7 gives a sufficiently large increase of
t 7→ δ0(t, w) by (8.21) so that we can interpolate between these parts. Note that (8.20)
is empty in one of the cases if tk ∈ ∂Ik.
Proof of Proposition 8.4. We shall obtain the Proposition by repeatedly “cutting” the
interval I using Lemma 8.3. The Lemma first gives I1 = ] r1, r2 [ ⊆ I satisfying (8.12)–
(8.15) which gives (8.18) and (8.20) for k = 1. We also have that t1 ∈ I1 or t1 ∈ ∂I
⋂
∂I1.
If I1 = I, i.e., r1 and r2 ∈ ∂I then we obtain (8.19), N = 1 and we are finished.
Else, we have Ξ2 = I \ I1 6= ∅. Recursively assume that we have chosen Ij satis-
fying (8.18) and (8.20) for j < k so that Ξk = I \
(⋃
j<k Ij
)
6= ∅. Then we take
mk = inft∈Ξk m(t) = m( t˜k) and use Lemma 8.3 to “cut” the component of Ξk contain-
ing tk. Then we obtain a new open interval Ik ⊆ Ξk satisfying (8.12)–(8.15) with t1
replaced by tk, I1 by Ik and I by Ξk. Thus, unless tk ∈ Ik we have that tk ∈ ∂Ik
⋂
∂ Ξk
and since ∂ Ξk ⊆
⋃
j<k ∂Ij we then find tk ∈ ∂Ik
⋂
∂Ij for some j < k. Since three
disjoint intervals in R cannot have intersecting boundary, we find that
⋂3
i=1 ∂Ij(i) = ∅
which gives that tk 6= tj for any j < k.
Note that, unless Ik is equal to one of the components of Ξk, we obtain from (8.15) that
t 7→ δ0(t, 0) increases more than c0ch1/2 in any open interval I˜ such that Ik ( I˜ ⊆ Ξk.
If we take the intersection of these intervals we find that
⋂
Ik(I˜⊆Ξk
I˜ = Ik
⋂
Ξk. Since
t 7→ δ0(t, 0) is monotone and bounded, there is a fixed bound on the number of such
intervals. Thus, we may repeat the process only finitely many times until I =
⋃
0<k≤N Ik.
(The proof would in fact also work with an infinite number of subintervals.) In fact, in
order to get infinitely many intervals, we must infinitely many times “cut” a remaining
component of the sets Ξk. In the following we keep the original enumeration of the
intervals, so that if j < k then Ij was “cut” before Ik.
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It remains to prove (8.21), and it is no restriction to assume that tj < tk. First assume
that j < k (Ij was defined before Ik) and let Ij
⋂
Ik = { rjk }, then rjk ∈ Ξj. In fact, if
rjk ∈ ∂ Ξj then rjk ∈ ∂Ii for some i < j which is impossible. Thus, by using (8.14) we
find that
mj ≤ m(rjk+) ≤ sup
tj<t<rjk
m(t)/κ ≤ sup
tj<t<tk
m(t)/κ
since mj is the infimum of m(t) over Ξj . Now rjk + ε ∈ Ik for small enough ε, thus we
find that m(rjk+) ≥ mk. A similar argument gives (8.21) when k < j and completes the
proof of Proposition 8.4. 
Now we proceed with proof of Proposition 8.1, i.e., the construction of ̺0(t, w) when
|w| ≤ ε and t ∈ I ⊆ [−1, 1]. Recall that m(t) = m1(t, 0) is given by (8.4), thus m(t) ∼=
m1(t, w) when |w| ≤ ε. We have also assumed that (8.6) and (8.7) hold in I, and we
shall construct ̺0(t, w) satisfying (8.10) in I and (8.11) on ∂I. We also need to prove
that t 7→ ̺0(t, w) is regulated in I, ∀w ∈ T ∗Rn, and w 7→ ̺0(t, w) is uniformly Lipschitz
when |w| ≤ ε, ∀ t ∈ I. By Proposition 8.4 we obtain Ik ⊆ I, k = 1, . . . , N , such that the
properties (8.18)–(8.21) hold with κ > κ1 > 1 and tj ∈ Ij such that tj 6= tk when j 6= k.
In the following, we shall assume that tj are ordered so that tj < tk if and only if j < k.
First we let γ0 > 0 and define
(8.22) ̺0(t) =

γ0
∫ t
t1
m(s) ds t ≤ t1
γ0
∫ t
tN
m(s) ds t ≥ tN
for |w| ≤ ε,
which is constant in w. Then we obtain that t 7→ ̺0(t) is continuous when t ≤ t1 or
t ≥ tN , and by (8.20) we have that
|̺0(t)| ≤ 2γ0κ2m(t) ≤ m(t) when t ≤ t1 or t ≥ tN
if γ0 ≤ (2κ2)−1, which gives (8.11). We also find that
∂t̺0(t) = γ0m(t) for almost all t ≤ t1 or t ≥ tN .
We shall assume that 0 < γ0 ≤ (2κ2)−1 < 1/2 in what follows, but later we shall impose
more conditions on γ0.
In the following, we shall put
(8.23) µ(t, w) = δ0(t, w) + ̺0(t, w) |w| ≤ ε t ∈ I
and first we define µ(tj , w) = δ0( t˜j, w). It remains to construct µ(t, w) (or ̺(t, w)) on
]tj , tj+1[ when |w| ≤ ε, j = 1, . . . , N − 1, and it is no restriction to consider j = 1. When
constructing µ(t, w) in ] t1, t2 [ we shall ensure that
(8.24) δ0( t˜1, w) ≤ µ(t, w) ≤ δ0( t˜2, w) when t1 < t < t2 and |w| ≤ ε.
Then we obtain that t 7→ µ(t, w) has non-negative jumps at t = t1 and t2. Let r12 =
I1
⋂
I2, observe that it is possible that r12 = t1 or t2. For t1 < t < t2, t 6= r12, we find
from (8.20) that
(8.25) m(s) ≤ κ2m(t) for t1 < s ≤ t < r12 or r12 < t ≤ s < t2,
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which could be empty in one case. We shall now determine where t 7→ m(t) has an
approximate maximum. We find from (8.21) that
(8.26) M12 = sup
t1<t<t2
m(t) > κmax(m1, m2)
since mj = m( t˜j ). Define
s1 = sup { t ∈ I1 : m(s) ≤M12/κ for all t1 < s ≤ t }(8.27)
s2 = inf { t ∈ I2 : m(s) ≤M12/κ for all t ≤ s < t2 } .(8.28)
Since the condition in (8.27) is empty when t ≤ t1 and the condition in (8.28) is empty
when t ≥ t2, we find that t1 ≤ s1 ≤ r12 ≤ s2 ≤ t2. Observe that we could have sj = tj for
j = 1 or 2, for example if tj = r12 ∈ ∂Ij . If t1 < r12 and m(t1+) < M12/κ then we find
that s1 > t1; similarly if r12 < t2 and m(t2−) < M12/κ then we find s2 < t2. We shall
define ̺0 by (8.22) when t1 < t < s1 and s2 < t < t2; when s1 < t < s2 we shall use that
m ∼= M12 has an approximate maximum according to the following
Lemma 8.5. Let m(t) be given by (8.4) satisfying (8.7) and (8.20), let M12 be given
by (8.26) and let s1, s2 be given by (8.27)–(8.28). Then we find that s1 < s2 and
(8.29) M12/κ
3 < m(t) ≤M12 when s1 < t < s2 and t 6= r12 ∈ I1
⋂
I2.
Proof of Lemma 8.5. We shall show that if s1 = r12 = s2 then m(r12±) ≤ M12/κ =
m(r12)/κ, which contradicts (8.7) since κ > κ1. In the case that r12 = sj 6= tj , j = 1
and 2, we immediately obtain this from from the definition of sj . When t1 = r12 = s2
then t1 ∈ ∂I1, so that m(r12−) = m( t˜1) = m1 < M12/κ. In that case s2 6= t2 so
m(r12+) ≤M12/κ. A similar argument works when t2 = r12 = s1.
It remains to prove (8.29). By the definition (8.27) we find that if s1 6= r12 then for
any s1 < t < r12 there exists t1 < s ≤ t such that M12/κ < m(s) and by (8.20) we
have m(s) ≤ κ2m(t) ≤ κ2M12, which gives (8.29) for these intervals. We similarly obtain
(8.29) when r12 < t < s2, which completes the proof of the Lemma. 
If s1 > t1 we define
(8.30) ̺0(t) = γ0
∫ t
t1
m(s) ds t1 < t < s1 and |w| ≤ ε
and if s2 < t2 we define
(8.31) ̺0(t) = γ0
∫ t
t2
m(s) ds s2 < t < t2 and |w| ≤ ε
which is constant in w. Then we obtain that t 7→ ̺0(t) is continuous in ] t1, s1 [
⋃
] s2, t2 [
and
(8.32) |̺0(t)| ≤ 2γ0κ2m(t) ≤ m(t) ∀ t ∈] t1, s1 [
⋃
] s2, t2 [
by (8.20) since γ0 ≤ (2κ2)−1. We also find that
∂t̺0(t) = γ0m(t) for almost all t ∈] t1, s1 [
⋃
] s2, t2 [.
Since µ(t, w) = δ0(t, w) + ̺0(t) we find that µ(t, w) > δ0(t, w) ≥ δ0(t1+, w) when t1 <
t < s1, and µ(t, w) < δ0(t, w) ≤ δ0(t2−, w) when s2 < t < t2 which gives (8.24) for these
intervals. Thus it only remains to construct µ(t, w) when s1 ≤ t ≤ s2 and |w| ≤ ε.
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First we define µ(s1, w) = µ(s1−, w) and µ(s2, w) = µ(s2+, w) when |w| ≤ ε and
sj 6= tj . Then we find for |w| ≤ ε that
δ0(s1−, w) ≤ µ(s1, w) ≤ δ0(s1−, w) + 2γ0M12(8.33)
δ0(s2+, w) ≥ µ(s2, w) ≥ δ0(s2+, w)− 2γ0M12.(8.34)
Recall that we have defined µ(sj, w) = δ0( t˜j , w) in the case sj = tj . Now, we shall define
µ(t, w) for t ∈] s1, s2 [ by linear interpolation using that m ∼= M12 is essentially constant
and we have a lower bound on the variation: δ0(s2, w)− δ0(s1, w) ≥ cM12.
Lemma 8.6. Let m(t) be given by (8.4) satisfying (8.6), (8.18) and (8.21), let M12 be
defined by (8.26) and let s1, s2 be defined by (8.27)–(8.28). Then there exist s1 = r1 <
r2 < · · · < rN−1 < rN = s2, 0 < c1 < C1 and µj(w) ∈ Lip(T ∗Rn) uniformly such that
µ(s1, w) ≤ µ1(w) < · · · < µN(w) ≤ µ(s2, w) and
c1M12 ≤ µj+1(w)− µj(w) ≤ C1M12(8.35)
|µj(w)− δ0(t, w)| ≤ C1M12 for rj < t < rj+1(8.36)
when |w| ≤ ε and j = 1, . . . , N − 1 .
Observe that Lemma 8.6 also holds when sj = tj for j = 1 and/or j = 2. We postpone
the proof of Lemma 8.6 until later, and define µ(t, w) by linear interpolation:
µ(t, w) =
t− rj
rj+1 − rjµj+1(w) +
t− rj+1
rj − rj+1µj(w) rj < t < rj+1
when |w| ≤ ε, j = 1, . . . , N − 1. We obtain from (8.35) that
∂tµ(t, w) = (rj+1 − rj)−1(µj+1(w)− µj(w)) ≥ c1M12/2 rj < t < rj+1
when |w| ≤ ε, j = 1, . . . , N −1, since |rj+1− rj | ≤ 2. We find from (8.35) and (8.36) that
|̺0(t, w)| = |µ(t, w)− δ0(t, w)| ≤ |µj(w)− δ0(t, w)|+ C1M12 ≤ 2C1M12 rj < t < rj+1
when |w| ≤ ε, j = 1, . . . , N − 1. By (8.29) this implies that
|̺0(t, w)| ≤ 2C1κ3m(t) rj < t < rj+1 t 6= r12 |w| ≤ ε
for j = 1, . . . , N − 1. We find that δ0( t˜1, w) ≤ µ(s1, w) ≤ µ(t, w) ≤ µ(s2, w) ≤ δ0( t˜2, w)
when s1 ≤ t ≤ s2, which gives (8.24). Since w 7→ µj(w) is uniformly Lipschitz, we
obtain that w 7→ ̺0(t, w) ∈ Lip(T ∗Rn) uniformly when s1 < t < s2. Since t 7→ µ(t, w) is
regulated, we find that t 7→ ̺0(t, w) is regulated on ] s1, s2 [ when |w| ≤ ε. This completes
the proof of the Proposition 8.1. 
Proof of Lemma 8.6. In order to have control of the variation of δ0(t, w) in the w variables,
we shall estimate the variation of ∆( s˜, t˜, w) = δ0( t˜, w) − δ0( s˜, w) when |w| ≤ ε. Since
ε ≤ ε1 and m( t˜ ) ≤ M12 ≤ 1 for t1 < t < t2, we find by taking limits in Proposition 6.8
that if t1 < s < t < t2 and
(8.37) |∆( s˜, t˜, 0)| = λM12 λ ≥ 0
then
(8.38)
(
2λ
3
− 3
)
M12 ≤ |∆( s˜, t˜, w)| ≤
(
4λ
3
+ 3
)
M12 when |w| ≤ ε.
This also holds if we replace s˜ or t˜ with t˜1 or t˜2 given by (8.18), since m( t˜j) < M12
by (8.21).
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Since ε ≤ ε0 and M12 ≥ κmax(m(s1−), m(s2+)) by (8.27)–(8.28) when sj 6= tj , we
obtain in this case that
(8.39) δ0(s2+, w)− δ0(s1−, w) ≥ c0M12 > 0 for |w| ≤ ε
by taking the limits in Proposition 6.7. Since κm( t˜j ) < M12 by (8.21), this also holds
in the case sj = tj if we substitute t˜1 for s1− and/or t˜2 for s2+. If we have a uniform
upper bound then we immediately obtain the result with N = 2. If not, we have to divide
the interval and use the bounded variation given by (8.38). The complications are the
unbounded jumps of t 7→ δ0(t, w) when sj = tj.
By (8.6) we obtain a bound on the jumps
(8.40)
δ0(t+, 0)− δ0(t−, 0) ≤ 9M12 for t1 < t < t2
δ0(t+, w)− δ0(t−, w) ≤ 15M12 for t1 < t < t2 and |w| ≤ ε
by using (8.38) with λ = 9. In the case t = tj , we have no bounds on the jumps, but we
shall use a trick to handle that case. First we shall define µj(w) for j = 1, 2, such that
µ(s1, w) ≤ µ1(w) < µ2(w) ≤ µ(s2, w) and µ2(w)− µ1(w) ≥ c0/3 when |w| ≤ ε. We shall
also obtain that
(8.41)
{
δ0(s1+, 0)− 9M12 ≤ µ1(0)
µ2(0) ≤ δ0(s2−, 0) + 9M12
and
(8.42)
{
δ0(s1+, w)− 15M12 ≤ µ1(w) ≤ δ0(s1+, w) +M12
δ0(s2−, w)−M12 ≤ µ2(w) ≤ δ0(s2−, w) + 15M12
for |w| ≤ ε.
If s1 > t1 then we put µ1(w) = δ0(s1−, w) + γ1M12 where γ1 = min(1, c0/3). By (8.33)
we find that µ1(w) ≥ µ(s1, w) if γ0 ≤ c0/6. By (8.40) we obtain (8.41)–(8.42) in this case.
If s1 = t1 and δ0(t1+, 0)− δ0( t˜1, 0) ≤ 9M12 then we obtain as before from (8.38) that
δ0(t1+, w) − δ0( t˜1, w) ≤ 15M12 for |w| ≤ ε. If we put µ1(w) = δ0( t˜1, w) = µ(t1, w), we
obtain (8.41)–(8.42) in this case.
In the last case when s1 = t1 and δ0(t1+, 0)− δ0( t˜1, 0) > 9M12, we find by using (8.38)
with λ = 9 that δ0(t1+, w) − δ0( t˜1, w) > 3M12 when |w| ≤ ε. In that case we let
µ1(w) = δ0(t1+, w)− 3M12 ≥ δ0( t˜1, w) = µ(t1, w) for |w| ≤ ε, which gives (8.41)–(8.42)
for j = 1.
Similarly, if s2 6= t2 then we put µ2(w) = δ0(s2+, w) − γ1M12 ≤ µ(s2, w) by (8.34).
If s2 = t2 and δ0( t˜2, 0) − δ0(t2−, 0) ≤ 9M12 then we put µ2(w) = δ0( t˜2, w) = µ(t2, w).
Finally, when s2 = t2 and δ0( t˜2, 0)− δ0(t2−, 0) > 9M12, then we let µ2(w) = δ0(t2−, w)+
3M12 ≤ µ(t2, w), and we obtain as before (8.41)–(8.42) for j = 2. By the definition of
µj(w) we obtain that µ2(w)− µ1(w) ≥ min(3, c0/3).
We are going to consider the value of
(8.43) K = (µ2(0)− µ1(0)) /M12 ≥ min(3, c0/3).
Now we have no fixed upper bound on K, and therefore we shall consider the cases when
K ≷ 45.
In the case K ≤ 45 we find that δ0(s2−, 0)− δ0(s1+, 0) ≤ 47M12 by (8.42). We obtain
that δ0(s2−, w)− δ0(s1+, w) ≤ 197M12/3 when |w| ≤ ε by taking λ = 47 in (8.38). This
gives µ2(w) − µ1(w) ≤ (30 + 197/3)M12 < 96M12 for |w| ≤ ε. By (8.42) we find that
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|µ1(w)− δ0(t, w)| ≤ 97M12 when s1 < t < s2 and |w| ≤ ε. Thus, we obtain the result in
this case with N = 2, c1 = min(3, c0/3) and C1 = 97.
Next, we consider the case K > 45. Then we obtain that K1 = (δ0(s2−, 0) −
δ0(s1+, 0))/M12 ≥ K − 18 > 27 by (8.41). By the jump condition (8.40) we find that
]s1, s2[ ∋ t 7→ (δ0(t, 0) − δ0(s1+, 0))/M12 takes values in any closed interval of length
9 in [0, K1]. Thus, we can find r2 ∈ ]s1, s2[ such that (δ0(r2, 0) − δ0(s1+, 0))/M12 ∈
[9, 18], and we find that K2 = (δ0(s2−, 0) − δ0(r2, 0))/M12 ≥ K1 − 18 > 9. If re-
cursively Kj = (δ0(s2−, 0)− δ0(rj , 0))/M12 > 27 then we choose rj+1 ∈ ]rj , s2[ such that
(δ0(rj+1, 0)−δ0(rj , 0))/M12 ∈ [9, 18], until 9 < KN−1 ≤ 27. Then by using (8.38) with 9 ≤
λ ≤ 18 we find that (δ0(r2, w)−δ0(s1+, w))/M12 and (δ0(rj+1, w)−δ0(rj, w))/M12 ∈ [3, 27]
for 1 < j < N − 1, and similarly we find that (δ0(s2−, w) − δ0(rN−1, w))/M12 ∈ [3, 39].
Putting µN(w) = µ2(w), redefining µ2(w) = δ(r2, w) and letting µj(w) = δ0(rj, w) for
2 < j < N , we find from (8.42) that 2M12 ≤ µj+1(w)−µj(w) ≤ 54M12 when |w| ≤ ε and
1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1. By the construction and (8.42) we find that |µj(w)− δ0(t, w)| ≤ 42M12
when rj < t < rj+1 and |w| ≤ ε for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1. Thus we obtain the result in this
case with c1 = 2 and C1 = 54, which completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Now we shall compute the Weyl symbol for the Wick operator given by the “pseudo-
sign” δ0+̺0. As before, we shall use the symbol classes S
+(1, g♯) given by Definition 2.5.
Proposition 8.7. Let B = δ0+̺0, where δ0 is given by Definition 4.3 and ̺0(t, w) is the
real valued symbol given by Proposition 8.1, satisfying |̺0(t, w)| ≤ Cm1(t, w) for almost
all |t| ≤ 1. Then we find
BWick = bw |t| ≤ 1
where b = δ1 + ̺1 ∈ S(H−1/21 , g♯)
⋂
S+(1, g♯) is real valued and regulated in t, and ̺1 ∈
S(m1, g
♯) ⊆ S(H1/21 〈δ0〉, g♯) for almost all |t| ≤ 1. There also exists a positive constant κ2
with the following properties. For any λ > 0, there exists cλ > 0 such that if |δ0| ≥ λH−1/21
and H
1/2
1 ≤ cλ then |b| ≥ κ2λH−1/21 . If H1/21 (t, w0) ≤ κ2 and |δ0(t, w0)| ≤ κ2H−1/21 (t, w0)
then we have S(H
−1/2
1 , G1) ∋ δ1(t, w) = δ0(t, w)+̺2(t, w) when |w−w0| ≤ κ2H−1/21 (t, w0)
with real valued ̺2(t, w) ∈ S(H1/21 , G1).
Proof. Let δWick0 = δ
w
1 and ̺
Wick
0 = ̺
w
1 . Since |δ0| ≤ CH−1/21 , |̺0| ≤ Cm1 and the
symbols are real valued, we obtain from Proposition 7.1 and (6.4) that δ1 ∈ S(H−1/21 , g♯)
and ̺1 ∈ S(m1, g♯) ⊆ S(H1/21 〈δ0〉, g♯) are real valued for almost all |t| ≤ 1. Observe that
m1 ≤ 1, and since |δ′0| ≤ 1 almost everywhere we find that b ∈ S+(1, g♯) for almost all
|t| ≤ 1 by Proposition 7.1. Since δ0(t, w) and ̺0(t, w) are regulated in t, we find from (7.2)
that the same holds for δ1(t, w) and ̺1(t, w).
When |δ0| ≥ λH−1/21 at (t, w), λ > 0, then by the Lipschitz continuity and slow variation
we find that |δ0| ≥ λH−1/21 /C0 in a G1 neighborhood ω of (t, w) (depending on λ). Since
|̺0| ≤ CH1/21 〈δ0〉 we find that |δ0 + ̺0| ≥ λH−1/21 /2C0 when H1/21 is small enough in ω.
By the slow variation, it suffices that H
1/2
1 (t, w) is small enough if the neighborhood ω is
sufficently small. Proposition 7.1 gives |b| ≥ cλH−1/21 /2C0−CλH1/21 /2C0 ≥ cλH−1/21 /3C0
at (t, w) when H
1/2
1 (t, w) is small enough.
If |δ0| ≤ κ2H−1/21 and H1/21 ≤ κ2 for sufficiently small κ2 > 0, then |δ0| ≤ C0κ2H−1/21
and H
1/2
1 ≤ C0κ2 in a fixed G1 neighborhood. Thus, for κ2 ≪ 1 we obtain that
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δ0 ∈ S(H−1/21 , G1) in a fixed G1 neighborhood. Then we obtain the last statement from
Proposition 7.1, which completes the proof. 
9. The Lower Bounds
In this section we shall show that BWick = bw given by Proposition 8.7 satisfies the
conditions in Proposition 3.3, finally proving that Proposition and completing the proof
of the Nirenberg-Treves conjecture. Recall that f ∈ C(R, S(h−1, hg♯)), where both 0 <
h ≤ 1 and g♯ = (g♯)σ are constant. First, we shall obtain lower bounds on Re bwfw.
Proposition 9.1. Assume that b = δ1 + ̺1 is given by Proposition 8.7. Then we have
(9.1) Re〈(bwfw)∣∣
t
u, u〉 ≥ 〈Cwt u, u〉 ∀ u ∈ C∞0 (Rn) for almost all |t| ≤ 1
where Ct ∈ S(m1(t), g♯) has uniformly bounded seminorms, which only depend on the
seminorms of f in S(h−1, hg♯) for |t| ≤ 1.
Proof. We shall prove the Proposition by localizing with respect to the metric G1 for
fixed t. Observe that we may ignore terms in OpS(MH
3/2
1 〈δ0〉, g♯) ⊆ OpS(m1, g♯) by
Proposition 6.5. We fix |t| ≤ 1 such that b = δ1+ ̺1 ∈ S(H−1/21 , g♯)+S(m1, g♯) for this t.
In the following we shall omit the t variable and put H1(w) = H1(t, w), m1(w) = m1(t, w)
and M(w) = M(t, w). We shall localize with respect to the metric G1 = H1g
♯, and as
before we shall assume the coordinates chosen so that g♯(w) = |w|2. In the following, we
shall use the neighborhoods
ωw0(ε) =
{
w : |w − w0| ≤ εH−1/21 (w0)
}
w0 ∈ T ∗Rn.
By the slow variation of G1 and the uniform Lipschitz continuity of w 7→ δ0(w) we
find that there exists κ0 > 0 with the following property. If 0 < κ ≤ κ0 then there exist
positive constants cκ and εκ so that for any w0 ∈ T ∗Rn we have
|δ0(w)| ≤ κH−1/21 (w) w ∈ ωw0(εκ) or(9.2)
|δ0(w)| ≥ cκH−1/21 (w) w ∈ ωw0(εκ).(9.3)
We may also assume that εκ is small enough so that w 7→ H1(w) and w 7→M(w) only vary
with a fixed factor in ωw0(εκ). In fact, we have by the Lipschitz continuity that w 7→ δ0(w)
varies with at most 2εκH
−1/2
1 (w0) in ωw0(εκ), thus if εκ ≪ κ we obtain that (9.2) holds
when |δ0(w0)| ≪ κH−1/21 (w0) and (9.3) holds when |δ0(w0)| ≥ cκH−1/21 (w0).
Now we let κ1 be given by Proposition 4.10, κ2 by Proposition 8.7, choose κ =
min(κ0, κ1, κ2) and let εκ and cκ be given by (9.2)–(9.3). Since H1 only varies with a
fixed factor in ωw0(εκ), Proposition 8.7 (with λ = cκ) gives κ3 > 0 such that
(9.4) |b| ≥ κ2cκH−1/21 in ωw0(εκ) if H1/21 (w0) ≤ κ3 and (9.3) holds in ωw0(εκ).
Take a partition of unity {ψk(w) }k, {Ψk(w) }k and {Φk(w) }k ∈ S(1, G1) with values
in ℓ2, such that 0 ≤ ψk ≤ 1, 0 ≤ Ψk ≤ 1, 0 ≤ Φk ≤ 1,
∑
k ψ
2
k ≡ 1, ψkΨk = ψk,
ΨkΦk = Ψk, Ψk = φ
2
k for some {φk(w) }k ∈ S(1, G1) and suppΦk ⊆ ωk = ωwk(εκ).
Observe that {ωk }k cover T ∗Rn since
∑
j ψ
2
j ≡ 1. Let A = bf and Ak = ΨkA ∈
S(MH
−1/2
1 , g
♯)
⋂
S+(M, g♯) uniformly, which are real valued symbols. Next, we shall
localize Re bwfw using the following Lemma.
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Lemma 9.2. Assume that A = bf where b = δ1 + ̺1 is given by Proposition 8.7, and let
Ak = ΨkA. Then we find
(9.5) Re(bwfw) ∼= Aw ∼=
∑
k
ψwk A
w
k ψ
w
k
modulo OpS(MH
3/2
1 〈δ0〉, g♯) ⊆ OpS(m1, g♯).
Proof. We shall consider {ψk }k as having values in ℓ2 and {Ak }k = {Akδjk }jk as a diag-
onal matrix in L(ℓ2, ℓ2). Then we can use the calculus as for scalar valued symbols (see [9,
p. 169]), and we shall compute the symbols of (9.5). Observe that in the domains ωk
where H
1/2
1 ≥ c > 0, we find that Ak ∈ S(MH3/21 , g♯) giving the result in this case. Thus
in the following, we shall assume that H
1/2
1 ≤ κ2 in ωk, with κ2 given by Proposition 8.7,
and we shall consider the cases where (9.2) or (9.3) hold.
First we consider the case when (9.3) holds. Then we find that 〈δ0〉 ∼= H−1/21 in ωk
so S(MH1, g
♯) = S(MH
3/2
1 〈δ0〉, g♯) ⊆ S(m1, g♯) in ωk. Since g♯/Gσ1 = H1, we find from
Theorem 18.5.5 in [9] that the symbol of bwfw ∈ OpS(MH−1/21 , g♯) has an expansion
in S(MH
(j−1)/2
1 , g
♯), j ≥ 0. Moreover, since b ∈ S+(1, g♯) we find from (18.4.8) in [9]
that the symbol of bwfw is equal to bf + 1
2i
{ b, f } modulo S(MH1, g♯). Since Re(aw) =
1
2
(aw + aw) = (Re a)w we find that the symbol of Re(bwfw) is equal to bf in ωk modulo
S(MH1, g
♯). Similarly, since
∑
k ψ
w
k A
w
k ψ
w
k is symmetric and Ak ∈ S+(M, g♯), we find
that the symbol of
∑
k ψ
w
k A
w
k ψ
w
k is equal to A in ωk modulo S(MH1, g
♯), which proves
the result in this case.
Finally, we consider the case when (9.2) holds and H
1/2
1 ≤ κ2 in ωk. Then b = δ1+̺1 ∈
S(H
−1/2
1 , G1) + S(m1, g
♯) in ωk by Proposition 8.7. Thus, b
wfw = δw1 f
w + ̺w1 f
w where
the symbol of δw1 f
w has an expansion in S(MH
−1/2
1 H
j
1 , G1) and as before the symbol
of ̺w1 f
w has an expansion in S(m1MH
j/2
1 , g
♯) in ωk. By taking the symmetric part we
obtain only even j, and since M ≤ CH−11 we obtain that the symbol of Re(bwfw) is in
S(m1, g
♯) in ωk. Similarly, since Ak ∈ S(MH−1/21 , G1) + S(Mm1, g♯) is real, we find that
the symbol of
∑
k ψ
w
k A
w
k ψ
w
k is equal to A modulo S(m, g
♯) in ωk, which proves (9.5) and
the Lemma. 
By Lemma 9.2 it suffices to get lower bounds on Awk . We obtain from Lemma 9.3
below that 〈Awk ψwk u, ψwk u〉 ≥ 〈Cwk ψwk u, ψwk u〉, where Ck ∈ S(m1, g♯) uniformly in k. Thus
we obtain from Lemma 9.2 that
Re〈bwfwu, u〉 ≥
∑
k
〈ψwk Cwk ψwk u, u〉+ 〈Rwu, u〉 u ∈ C∞0 (Rn)
where
∑
k ψ
w
k C
w
k ψ
w
k and R
w ∈ OpS(m1, g♯). This completes the proof of Proposition 9.1.

Lemma 9.3. Let A = bf where b = δ1+̺1 is given by Proposition 8.7, and let Ak = ΨkA.
There exists Ck ∈ S(m1, g♯) uniformly, such that
〈Awk u, u〉 ≥ 〈Cwk u, u〉 u ∈ C∞0 (Rn) ∀ k.
Proof. We shall keep k fixed and as before we are going to consider the cases when
H
1/2
1
∼= 1 or H1/21 ≪ 1, and when (9.2) or (9.3) holds in ωk.
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Assume that H
1/2
1 (wk) ≥ c > 0, then Ak ∈ S(MH−1/21 , g♯) ⊆ S(MH3/21 , g♯) ⊆ S(m1, g♯)
uniformly by Proposition 6.5. Thus, we obtain the Lemma with Ck = Ak in this case.
Thus we may assume that H
1/2
1 (wk) ≤ κ4 = min(κ0, κ1, κ2, κ3) in what follows.
Next, we consider the case when (9.2) holds and H
1/2
1 (wk) ≤ κ4 in ωk. Then we obtain
from Proposition 8.7 that b = δ0+̺1+̺2 = δ0+̺3 is real valued, where ̺1 ∈ S(m1, g♯) and
̺2 ∈ S(H1/21 , G1) in ωk. We find from Proposition 4.10 that we may choose g♯ orthonormal
coordinates so that |w| ≤ cH−1/21 (wk) and{
f(w) = α1(w)(w1 − β(w′))
δ0(w) = α0(w)(w1 − β(w′))
in ωk.
Here c ≤ α0 ∈ S(1, G1) and c|f ′| ≤ α1 ∈ S(|f ′|, G1) for some c > 0, and β ∈ S(H−1/21 , G1).
Since Ψk = φ
2
k, we find that
Ak(w) = Ψkbf = φ
2
k(w)
(
α0(w)α1(w)(w1 − β(w′))2 + α1(w)(w1 − β(w′))̺3(w)
)
,
and we shall construct an approximate square root to Ak by completing the square. Let
γk(w) = φk(w)
√
α0(w)α1(w)
(
w1 − β(w′) + ̺3(w)/2α0(w)
)
∈ S(|f ′|1/2H−1/21 , G1) + S(|f ′|1/2m1, g♯),
uniformly, which is real valued since ̺3 = ̺1+ ̺2 ∈ S(H1/21 , G1)+S(m1, g♯) is real. Then
we find
γ2k = Ak +Ψkα1̺
2
3/4α0
where Ψkα1̺
2
3/4α0 ∈ S(|f ′|m21, g♯) + S(m1, g♯), since we have |f ′|H1 ≤ MH3/21 ≤ Cm1
and |f ′| ≤ CH−1/21 by (4.7). As before, [9, Theorem 18.5.5] gives
(9.6) Awk
∼= γwk γwk +Rwk modulo OpS(m1, g♯)
where the term Rk ∈ S(|f ′|m21, g♯) ⊆ S(|f ′|H1〈δ0〉2, g♯) by (6.4) is real valued. In fact,
the composition of operators in OpS(|f ′|1/2H−1/21 , G1) and OpS(|f ′|1/2m1, g♯) gives an
expansion in S(|f ′|m1H(j−1)/21 , g♯), with even j in this case since the operator is symmetric.
In order to treat the error term Rk, we shall localize where |δ0| ≷ 1, for example with
φ(δ0) ∈ S(1, g♯) where φ ∈ C∞0 (R). Since |Rk| ≤ C|f ′|H1 ≤ C0m1 when |δ0| ≤ c and
c0|f ′| ≤ α1α−10 ∈ S(|f ′|, G1) in ωk, we find that Rk ∼= χkΨkα1α−10 δ20 modulo S(m1, g♯)
where χk ∈ S(H1, g♯) is real valued and supported where |δ0| ≥ 1. Now we have γ2k ∼=
Ak ∼= Ψkα1α−10 δ20 modulo S(|f ′|〈δ0〉, g♯). Thus we obtain that
(9.7) χkγ
2
k
∼= Rk modulo S(|f ′|H1〈δ0〉, g♯) ⊆ S(m1, g♯)
since |f ′|H1〈δ0〉 ≤MH3/21 〈δ0〉 ≤ Cm1. Recall that the symbol γk ∈ S(|f ′|1/2H−1/21 , G1) +
S(|f ′|1/2m1, g♯). By taking the real valued
γ˜k = (1 + χk/2)γk ∈ S(|f ′|1/2H−1/21 , G1) + S(|f ′|1/2H1/21 〈δ0〉, g♯)
we obtain that γ˜k ∼= γk modulo χkγk/2 ∈ S(|f ′|1/2H1/21 , g♯). Thus we find that
γ˜wk γ˜
w
k
∼= γwk γwk +
1
2
((χkγk)
wγwk + γ
w
k (χkγk)
w) modulo S(m1, g
♯).
In order to handle the last terms, we observe that the composition of operators in
OpS(|f ′|1/2H1/21 , g♯) and OpS(|f ′|1/2H1/21 〈δ0〉, g♯) gives operators in OpS(m1, g♯). Also,
the composition of operators in OpS(|f ′|1/2H−1/21 , G1) and OpS(|f ′|1/2H1/21 , g♯) gives
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symbol expansions in S(|f ′|Hj/21 , g♯) with even j for symmetric operators. Thus, we ob-
tain that 1
2
((χkγk)
wγwk + γ
w
k (χkγk)
w) ∼= (χkγ2k)w modulo OpS(m1, g♯). By (9.6)–(9.7) we
find that
Awk
∼= γwk γwk + (χkγ2k)w ∼= γ˜wk γ˜wk ∼= (γ˜wk )∗γ˜wk ≥ 0 modulo OpS(m1, g♯),
which proves the Lemma in this case.
Finally, we consider the case when H
1/2
1 (wk) ≤ κ4 and (9.3) holds in ωk. Then, we shall
use the uniform Fefferman-Phong estimate, but we also have to consider the perturbation
̺1(w), which is in a bad symbol class. Since |δ0(w)| ≥ cκH−1/21 (w), we find |δ0| ∼= H−1/21
in ωk. Thus, we may ignore terms in S(MH1, g
♯) ⊆ S(MH3/21 〈δ0〉, g♯) supported in ωk.
Since H
1/2
1 (wk) ≤ κ3 and |δ0| ≥ cκH−1/21 , (9.4) gives that |b| ≥ κ2cκH−1/21 in ωk. Since
b ∈ S+(1, g♯), we find by the chain rule that |b|λ ∈ S(H−λ/21 , g♯)
⋂
S+(H
(1−λ)/2
1 , g
♯) in ωk.
In fact, we have ∂w|b|λ = sgn(b)λ|b|λ−1∂wb ∈ S(H(1−λ)/21 , g♯) in ωk since ∂wb ∈ S(1, g♯).
Let 0 ≤ ak = Ψk|f | ∈ S(M,G1) and βk = Φk|b|1/2 ∈ S(H−1/41 , g♯)
⋂
S+(H
1/4
1 , g
♯) since
∂Φk = O(H1/21 ), then we obtain that Ak = Ψkbf = akβ2k . By using Lemma 9.4 below, we
find that
Awk
∼= βwk awk βwk − (akrk)w
modulo S(MH1, g
♯) ⊆ S(m1, g♯), with real rk ∈ S(H1/21 , g♯). By taking the real symbol
λk = βk + Φkrk|b|−1/2/2 ∈ S(H−1/41 , g♯)
⋂
S+(H
1/4
1 , g
♯) + S(H
3/4
1 , g
♯)
we find that Awk
∼= λwk awk λwk modulo OpS(MH1, g♯). In fact, since ak ∈ S(M,G1)
and Φkrk|b|−1/2 ∈ S(H3/41 , g♯) we obtain that that awk (Φkrk|b|−1/2)w ∼= (akrk|b|−1/2)w ∈
OpS(MH
3/4
1 , g
♯) modulo OpS(MH
5/4
1 , g
♯). Since βk = Φk|b|1/2 ∈ S+(H1/41 , g♯) and
Φk = 1 on suppΨk, we find that β
w
k a
w
k (Φkrk|b|−1/2)w ∼= (akrk)w modulo OpS(MH1, g♯)
by using (18.4.8) in [9]. By the uniform Fefferman-Phong estimate [9, Lemma 18.6.10],
there exists C > 0 so that
〈awk u, u〉 ≥ −CM(wk)H21(wk)‖u‖2 ∀ u ∈ C∞0 (Rn).
Since λk is real valued this gives
〈λwk awk λwk u, u〉 ≥ −CM(wk)H21 (wk)‖λwk u‖2 = 〈cwk u, u〉
where cwk = −CM(wk)H21 (wk)λwk λwk ∈ OpS(MH3/21 , g♯) uniformly. This completes the
proof of Lemma 9.3. 
Lemma 9.4. Let βk ∈ S(H−1/41 , g♯)
⋂
S+(H
1/4
1 , g
♯) and ak ∈ S(M,G1) be real valued
symbols. Then there exists a real valued symbol rk ∈ S(H1/21 , g♯) such that
(9.8) βwk a
w
k β
w
k
∼= (ak(β2k + rk))w
modulo OpS(MH1, g
♯).
Proof. We have βwk a
w
k β
w
k = Reβ
w
k a
w
k β
w
k since ak and βk are real, thus we find that
βwk a
w
k β
w
k = Re ([β
w
k , a
w
k ]β
w
k + a
w
kB
w
k ) =
1
2
[[βwk , a
w
k ], β
w
k ] +
1
2
(awkB
w
k +B
w
k a
w
k )
where Bwk = β
w
k β
w
k ∈ OpS(H−1/21 , g♯) is symmetric. We find from (18.4.8) in [9] that
Bk = β
2
k+ rk with β
2
k ∈ S(H−1/21 , g♯)
⋂
S+(1, g♯) and rk ∈ S(H1/21 , g♯) since ∂β2k = 2βk∂βk
where ∂βk ∈ S(H1/41 , g♯). By using the expansion (18.4.8) in [9] and that Bk ∈ S+(1, g♯),
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we find that 1
2
(awkB
w
k +B
w
k a
w
k )
∼= (akBk)w = (ak(β2k + rk))w modulo OpS(MH1, g♯)
since the operator is symmetric. We also obtain that [βwk , a
w
k ]
∼= 1i { βk, ak }w modulo
OpS(MH
5/4
1 , g
♯) where { βk, ak } ∈ S(MH3/41 , g♯). Thus we find that [[βwk , awk ], βwk ] ∼=
−{ { βk, ak }, βk }w ∼= 0 modulo OpS(MH1, g♯), which gives (9.8). Since the operator
in (9.8) is symmetric, rk is real. This proves the Lemma. 
We shall finish the paper by giving a proof of Proposition 3.3.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. Let BWick = (δ0 + ̺0)
Wick, where δ0 + ̺0 is the “pseudo-sign”
given by Proposition 8.1. We find that BWick = bw = (δ1 + ̺1)
w where b(t, w) ∈
L∞(R, S(H
−1/2
1 , g
♯)+S+(1, g♯)) is given by Proposition 8.7 for |t| ≤ 1. Now ∂t(δ0+̺0) ≥
m1/C1 in D′(R) when |t| < 1 by Proposition 8.1. Let µw ∈ L∞(R,OpS(m1, g♯)) be given
by Proposition 7.4, then mWick1 ≥ µw. Thus we find by Remark 7.2 that
(9.9) ∂t〈bwu, u〉 = 〈∂tBWicku, u〉 ≥ C−11 〈µwu, u〉 in D′(R)
when u ∈ C∞0 (Rn). We obtain from Proposition 7.4 that there exist positive constants
c0 and c1 so that
(9.10) 〈µwu, u〉 ≥ c1‖u‖2
H
(
m
1/2
1
) ≥ c0h1/2‖u‖2 u ∈ C∞0 (Rn).
Here ‖u‖
H
(
m
1/2
1
) is the norm of the Sobolev space H(m1/21 , g♯) = H(m1/21 ) given by (7.3)
with ̺ = 1 and k = 1/2. By Proposition 9.1 we find for almost all |t| ≤ 1 that
(9.11) Re〈(BWickfw)∣∣
t
u, u〉 = Re〈(bwfw)∣∣
t
u, u〉 ≥ 〈Cwt u, u〉 u ∈ C∞0 (Rn)
with Ct ∈ S(m1(t), g♯) uniformly. Thus we obtain from (7.4) and duality that there exists
a positive constant c2 such that
(9.12) |〈Cwt u, u〉| ≤ ‖u‖H(m1/2
1
)‖Cwt u‖H(m−1/2
1
) ≤ c2‖u‖2
H
(
m
1/2
1
) ≤ c2〈µwu, u〉/c1
for u ∈ C∞0 (Rn) and almost all |t| ≤ 1. We obtain Proposition 3.3 from (9.9)–(9.12),
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.1 and the Nirenberg-Treves conjecture. 
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